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Sleep is essential for animal life and conserved in all animals that have a nervous sys-
tem. The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans exhibits sleep that is regulated homeostati-
cally during larval development. However its regulation is poorly understood. The
aim of this thesis was to gain a better understanding of the neuronal and molecular
mechanisms underlying sleep homeostasis. To investigate the sleep homeostat of C.
elegans, I developed an automated sleep deprivation setup based on mechanical stimu-
lation/optogenetics allowing simultaneous behavioral analysis and functional imaging
of neurons. I have identified RIS as the neuron reflecting the sleep homeostat and sev-
eral molecules underlying sleep using genetic approaches and in vivo neuronal imag-
ing.
I found that sleep deprivation significantly shortens the animals sleeping duration and
yields persistent increased locomotion past the deprivation period. To look for home-
ostatic changes in sleep intensity, I investigated the effect of sleep deprivation on the
mechanosensory neuron ALM using calcium imaging. Prolonged sleep deprivation in-
duces a significant decrease in stimulus-evoked ALM calcium transients compared to a
wake control. In addition to this homeostatic regulation of ALM responsiveness I found
that quiescence is already induced while the deprivation stimulus still yields strong ac-
tivation of ALM. I show that this quiescence is induced by the interneuron RIS. Hence,
RIS reflects the homeostat actively driving quiescence as a response to sleep depriva-
tion. Moreover I demonstrate that RIS has a more general function on the homeostatic
regulation of locomotion. Both spontaneous locomotion and evoked locomotion are
dampened by RIS activation. The fact that RIS controls both the balance between mo-
bility and immobility and the sleep homeostat suggests a related evolutionary origin.
By reverse genetic approaches I found that the transcription factor lim-6 which is known
to regulate RIS differentiation, is required for wild-type sleep. However, RIS activity at
sleep onset and in response to sleep deprivation is similar to wild-type.
I demonstrate that the neurotransmitters serotonin, dopamine, GABA, glutamate, and
octopamine are not individually essential for the sleep homeostat. Furthermore I found
that GABA, glutamate, and octopamine knockout mutants do not show altered RIS ac-
tivity. egl-3 knockout mutants which have defects in the synthesis of neuropeptides,
show RIS overactivation in the mid and late sleep phase while barely immobilizing
during sleep. This implies that neuropeptide signaling is required downstream of RIS
for the induction of quiescence.
Finally, ion channel modulation is widely associated with sleep and sleep homeosta-
sis. I demonstrate that the inositol trisphosphate receptor itr-1(sa73) KO mutant, has
a reduced RIS sleep onset peak. I show that the calcium channel α2/δ subunit unc-36
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About one third of our lifetime we spend sleeping, but still there is no consensus about
what precisely sleep is. Meanwhile, physiological and behavioral criteria are commonly
used to define sleep. Since Pierons first definition in 1913, behavioral sleep criteria
have been refined several times and led to the definition of Irene Tobler in the mid-
1980s [1], [2], [3]. The absence of voluntary movement (i), a sleep specific posture (ii)
and an increased arousal threshold (iii). Furthermore it is quickly reversible upon stim-
ulation (iv) and underlies homeostatic regulation (v).
In animals that have a neocortex, as birds and mammals, sleep can be defined by spe-
cific patterns of electrical brain activity. Electroencephalography (EEG) and magne-
toencephalography (MEG) enable measuring the synchronized activity of thousands
or millions of cortical neurons. Brain activity during sleep is distinct from wake. It
can be divided into two main phases, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and non-rapid
eye movement (NREM) sleep. Characteristic for NREM sleep is the slow wave activity
(SWS) of high voltage synchronized slow electrical field potential oscillations. While
REM sleep, similar to wake, is associated with low voltage irregular EEG waves. High
amplitudes of SWS correspond to deep NREM sleep. Long-term suppression of the
SWS is lethal, whereas REM sleep suppression by medication, as used for treatment of
depression, does not have disastrous effects in humans. During sleep the thalamic gate
closes, cutting off the cortex from new sensory information.
1.1.1 Functions of sleep
The question if sleep serves a core function has yet to be answered. However progress
on the function of sleep has been made on both cellular level (e.g. energy conserva-
tion) and systems level (e.g. memory consolidation). Everybody experiences sleep as
the way to replenish energy resources. Indeed, energy consumption is reduced dur-
ing sleep, as measured by glucose and ATP utilization, and energy stores (glycogen)
get refilled [4], [5]. However energy conservation could be achieved by a simple rest-
ing state, without reduced arousal and altered consciousness. The fact that animals
do require sleep immediately after hibernation implies that sleep serves other func-
tions apart from ones related to energy metabolism [6]. Furthermore, sleep has been
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associated with the immune system and its response to cellular stress. Amount and in-
tensity of NREM sleep increases as a reaction to immune challenge [7]. Even in the ab-
sence of immune challenge, pro inflammatory molecules promote sleep, whereas anti-
inflammatory molecules inhibit sleep [8].
It is scientific consensus that sleep serves important brain related functions. Behavioral
studies in humans show the beneficial effect of sleep on memory consolidation [9], [10].
Memory consolidation refers to the process of stabilizing new memories encoded dur-
ing wake and their integration into long term memory. There is a causal relationship
between brain wave activity during sleep and memory consolidation that was demon-
strated using transcranial electrical stimulation (TES). TES application of slowly os-
cillating electric potential fields, mimicking SWS, improves the consolidation of hip-
pocampus dependent memories [11]. Memory consolidation on a neuronal level is
achieved by changing synaptic connectivity and plasticity. It is hypothesized that two
mechanisms change synaptic plasticity: global synaptic downscaling and selective local
synaptic potentiation. Globally, over large cortical areas, synaptic downscaling occurs
during REM and NREM sleep [12]. This downscaling of synaptic activity prevents the
saturation of synaptic networks. On the other hand selective reactivations of cortical
areas take place during post learning sleep, leading to an increase of markers for synap-
tic potentiation in these areas [13], [14]. Memory consolidation does not only involve
changes in plasticity and connectivity of local neural networks, but also comprises sys-
tems level reorganization. During sleep newly encoded memories from the hippocam-
pus are integrated for long term storage into the neocortex [15]. It is suggested that
this information transfer is controlled by a precisely timed sequence of characteristic
oscillation patterns during NREM sleep.
Another possible function of sleep is to facilitate the clearance of metabolic waste prod-
ucts from the brain. The brain gets cleared of its metabolic waste products by cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF) flowing through its interstitial space. During sleep interstitial
space in the brain increases, leading to an increase in CSF flow, resulting in an increased
clearance rate of a radiolabeled metabolite from the brain [16].
Sleep is actively regulated in all animals with a nervous system that have been carefully
studied [17]. Two distinct processes that regulate sleep have been identified, a circadian
and a homeostatic.
1.1.2 Circadian regulation of sleep
Circadian regulation modulates the propensity, the "drive" for sleep over the 24h cycle
(Figure 1.1). The understanding of the circadian clock advanced largely by studies in
simple organisms, as D. melanogaster and N. crassa. Circadian rhythmicity is generated
by the activity of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). At the molecular base of the cir-
cadian clock are positive and negative autoregulatory feedback loops. The circadian
clock gets mainly entrained by the light-dark cycle, but lifestyle and melatonin levels
also have an influence [18].
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Figure 1.1: Sleep regulation. Shown is a scheme of circadian and homeostatic
sleep regulation. Circadian regulation modulates the propensity, the
"drive" for sleep over the 24h cycle. Homeostatic regulation modulates
sleep propensity as a function of prior sleep and wake time. Modi-
fied from http://www.pharma.uzh.ch/research/chronobiology/
areas/sleepbiology/sleepeeg/Fig2.jpg
1.1.3 Homeostatic regulation of sleep
Homeostasis describes regulatory mechanisms that maintain the constancy of the phys-
iology of an organism. Homeostatic regulation modulates sleep propensity as a func-
tion of prior sleep and wake time (Figure 1.1). The homeostatic pressure driving sleep
increases during wake and decreases during sleep [19]. Sleep homeostasis regulates
both sleep duration and intensity. As reaction to sleep deprivation (SD) homeostatic
regulation leads to a sleep rebound. Both duration and intensity of previous wakeful-
ness influence duration and intensity of consecutive sleep. Both REM and NREM sleep
are known to be under homeostatic control.
EEG recordings of brain wave activity allow classifying the intensity of sleep and the
propensity of sleep during wakefulness. Increased slow wave activity during sleep and
increased high wave activity during wake correspond to high intensities in sleep and a
high propensity of sleep during wakefulness respectively [20]. Interestingly prolonged
wakefulness only leads to increased consecutive sleep, if it is accompanied by an in-
creases of high frequency wave activity [21].
Accordingly, sleep deprivation induces an increase of high wave activity during wake
and of slow wave activity during recovery sleep. While scoring for homeostatic effects
of sleep deprivation, one has to actively control for stress induced side effects. Sleep de-
privation has a strong effect on homeostatic regulation of sleep but only minor effects
on circadian regulation, as shown in rats [22]. Nevertheless, homeostatic and circadian
regulation seems to be closely linked to each other. Many mutations concerning the cir-
3
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cadian clock also induce altered homeostatic responses to sleep deprivation (reviewed
in [23]).
On the neuronal level the regulation between sleep and waking relies on reciprocal
interactions of sleep promoting neurons with wake promoting neurons in the hypotha-
lamus and brainstem. Sleep promoting neurons are located in the ventrolateral preoptic
nucleus (VLPO) and in the median preoptic area (MnPn) [24], [25]. Sleep active neurons
are mostly silent and get specifically activated at sleep onset [26]. There is evidence in-
dicating that they promote sleep by inhibiting wake promoting neurons via GABA and
galanin signaling [27]. Neuronal signaling differs between wake and sleep. The secre-
tion of neurotransmitters decreases during NREM and REM sleep, with the exception
of acetylcholine, that returns to waking levels during REM sleep. Narcolepsy, a mal-
function of sleep homeostasis, led to the discovery of the wake promoting role of the
neurotransmitter hypocretin, also called orexin. Although EEG patterns of REM sleep
and waking are very similar there are REM on cells and REM off cells.
The molecular basis of the sleep homeostat is less well understood. A working model
for the sleep homeostat assumes that accumulation of a substance in the brain dur-
ing wakefulness increases the propensity for sleep. Therefore scientists were screen-
ing for putative regulatory factors exhibiting increased concentrations in wake and de-
creased concentrations during sleep. Molecules related to energy metabolism, immune
defense and neural plasticity were found that regulate sleep and waking. Out of this
selection one molecule, adenosine, might relate energy shortage to an increased sleep
pressure [28]. It is suggested that an increase of adenosine concentration in the basal
forebrain inhibits neuronal activity of wake promoting neurons and thereby induces
sleep [29]. As a second mechanism adenosine possibly activates sleep promoting neu-
rons [30]. How wakefulness translates to an increase in adenosine concentration in se-
lected brain areas is not understood. There is first evidence indicating that cholinergic
cells in the basal forebrain trigger local adenosine production [31]. The pro inflamma-
tory cytokine TNFalpha and the hormone prostaglandin 2, that independently have
been associated with the sleep homeostat, have turned out to be upstream regulators
of adenosine [8]. Similar to adenosine, an increase in nitric oxide concentration leads to
increased recovery sleep. BDNF-1, a molecule involved in the process of synaptic po-
tentiation, has been associated with sleep propensity. BDNF-1 concentration increases
while waking and artificial induction of BDNF-1 increases sleep intensity [32].
1.1.4 Conservation of sleep
Using behavioral criteria, sleep has been identified in all intensively studied animals
[17]. During evolution animals developed a multitude of different mechanisms to en-
sure sleep in varying conditions. Sleep can be monophasic or polyphasic, consisting of
either one or multiple sleeping bouts per day. Sleep amount and timing vary strongly
between species. Bats sleep up to 20 hours per day, whereas elephants and giraffes only
about 4 hours per day. There is unihemispheric sleep in some marine mammals, like
dolphins. EEG signatures are linked to the structure and function of the neocortex and
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vary largely between species. Reptiles and amphibians have higher amplitude brain
activity during wakefulness than in sleep. Even within mammals, REM and NREM
sleep vary a lot between different species, for example regarding sleep depth. However,
despite this variety of sleep realizations, there is growing evidence for a fundamental
conservation of sleep mechanisms across species.
In the 1930s studies on monozygotic and dizygotic twins were the foundation of a ge-
netic basis for sleep. Since then hundred of genes that change their expression levels
in a sleep wake dependent way have been found. These are highly conserved between
species and have been associated with a couple of molecular pathways that are thought
to regulate sleep and wakefulness. This suggests that functional and regulatory ele-
ments might be conserved between species too. Energy metabolism, cellular stress and
synaptic potentiation have been related to higher transcription during wake. Whereas
protein synthesis, synaptic depotentiation and membrane trafficking have higher tran-
scription during sleep. Wake increased transcripts could serve other function than
wake-sleep related. Moreover circadian regulation, neurotransmission, and other sig-
naling pathways and ion channels are also conserved in sleep regulation. The follow-
ing neurotransmission pathways have been found to influence sleep: noradrenergic,
histaminergic, serotonergic, cholinergic, GABAergic, and hyptocretin/orexin system.
It has been shown that manipulating ion channel activities leads to strong changes in
sleep intensity and duration, as discussed in the review [33]. This is probably due to
altered neuronal depolarization inducing altered excitability.
1.2 C. elegans
C. elegans is a nematode that belongs to the clade of ecdysozoa, which is characterized
by a protective cuticle covering them. It lives in the soil or at the soil-air interface and
feeds on bacteria that develop on rotten organic matter. It develops from egg to adult
in about three days. Under favorable conditions it lives about two to three weeks and
grows to a maximum length of about 2 mm. C. elegans is a eutelic organism, having a
fixed number of somatic cells. It possesses six pairs of chromosomes, five pairs of auto-
somes and one pair of sex chromosomes. Two sexes exist in C. elegans, hermaphrodites
and males. Research is mostly conducted on hermaphrodites, whereas males are al-
most exclusively used to study their mating system.
C. elegans offers several advantages compared to mammals to investigate on sleep. It
has a simple, well described nervous system, a fast lifecycle and little genetic redun-
dancy. The nervous system of the hermaphrodite nematode consists of 302 neurons.
The male has 79 additional neurons, that are mainly required for mating. It is unique
for C. elegans, that the connectome – the neuronal connectivity of the entire nervous
system – is known. It has about 6400 chemical synapses, 900 gap junctions and 1500
neuromuscular junctions. There is less genetic redundancy compared to mammals or
even drosophila. This implies that inactivation of a gene more likely has an effect on the
phenotype. For C. elegans there exists two strain librarys that cover KO mutations for a
large portion of the C. elegans genes [34], [35]. The genomic sequence of C. elegans was
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the first to be deciphered. Therefore there are a multitude of genetic methods available,
among others RNAi, optogenetics and genetically encoded calcium indicators. Most
major mammalian neurochemistry is conserved in C. elegans, it has the neurotransmit-
ters acetylcholine, glutamate, dopamine, serotonin, and GABA. However there is no
noradrenaline or histamine but instead tyramine and octopamine. The major differ-
ence to mammals is that C. elegans has a different neuroanatomy. It does not have a
cortex and therefore, brain wave patterns cannot be used to analyze sleep.
1.2.1 C. elegans sleep
The nematode C. elegans evolves through four larval stages (L1-L4) before reaching
adulthood (Figure 1.2). At the end of each larval stage the worm molts, shedding its
old cuticle that gets replaced by a newly synthesized one. Each molt is preceded by a
quiescence phase, called lethargus, that lasts between two and three hours. It has been
shown that lethargus fulfills all behavioral sleep criteria [36]. During lethargus, the
worm exhibits prolonged bouts of quiescence [37], [36], [38]. It has an increased arousal
threshold [36], [39] and quiescence is reversible by sensory stimulation [36], [40], [41].
It was shown that it has a sleep specific posture, including body wall muscle relax-
ation [38], [42]. Sleep deprivation leads to homeostatic sleep rebound (Raizen, [41]). It
has been shown that sleep has an effect on the nervous system. During sleep basal and
arousal induced sensory neuron activity is reduced [39]. Recently a sleep active, sleep
promoting neuron has been discovered in C. elegans [40].
Quiescence is mainly restricted to larval development. Adult quiescence occurs for
short times that last from seconds to a few minutes. It is currently unclear if adult qui-
escence is as well a sleep state. It was shown that satiety, heat stress, toxic chemicals
and a few other factors have an impact on adult quiescence. In C. elegans the circadian
period ortholog lin-42 controls the timing of larval development [43], [44]. Analogous
to mammals, rhymiticity is induced by oscillations of mRNA and protein levels. Cir-
cadian rhythmicity exists to a weaker extent in adult animals, controlling behavior,
metabolic processes and mRNA expression [45], [46], [47]. This rhythmicity seems not
to be regulated by Lin-42 [47]. Sleep active and wake active genes have been identified
by transcriptional expression profiling [40]. Pathways that have been associated with
sleep regulation in other organisms, like cGMP/cAMP, adenosine, notch signaling and
growth factors are mostly conserved in C. elegans [48]. egl-4, a cGMP-dependent pro-
tein kinase and pka, a cAMP-dependent protein kinase promote quiescence [36]. Also
the notch signaling co-ligand osm-11 promotes sleep [49]. Similarly, EGF, an epider-
mal growth factor implicated in stress response, induces quiescence if overexpressed.
This is mediated by the ALA neuron and flp-13, FMRFamide-like neuropeptide signal-
ing [50]. Another neuropeptide, nlp-22 regulates sleep in C. elegans, as shown by over-
expression that leads to increased quiescence [51]. nlp-22 mRNA expression is cyclic
following the sleep cycle that is regulated by lin-42. Neuropeptides are known to regu-
late sleep in mammals, too.
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Figure 1.2: The lifecycle of C. elegans. C. elegans evolves through four larval stages (L1-
L4) before reaching adulthood. At the end of each larval stage the worm
molts, shedding its old cuticle that gets replaced by a newly synthesized
one. Each molt is preceded by a quiescence phase, called lethargus, that
lasts between two and three hours. The development from egg to adult lasts
about three days. Modified from http://www.wormatlas.org/ver1/
handbook/fig.s/IntroFIG6.jpg
1.2.2 Sleep homeostasis in C. elegans
It has been shown that sleep following a phase of sleep deprivation is deeper, i.e., the
response latency to external stimuli is prolonged. Following sleep deprivation avoid-
ance behavior upon administration of octanol is delayed [36]. The response latency cor-
relates with prior sleep deprivation length, as predicted for a homeostatic regulation.
Mean and peak quiescence bout duration increases following sleep deprivation [36].
But duration of sleep timing is not prolonged [36]. It is reported that continous sleep
deprivation leads to death [41]. Mutants of daf-16, a foxo transcription factor, do not
7
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show a homeostatic response to sleep deprivation. Restoring daf-16 expression in mus-




The aim of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the sleep homeostat of C.
elegans. Hereby I will focus on the neuronal and molecular mechanisms underlying the
sleep homeostat. In particular I have the following objectives:
• To develop an automated sleep deprivation setup allowing simultaneous behav-
ioral analysis and calcium imaging of neurons and to apply it to score for home-
ostatic effects.
• To investigate on neuronal activity underlying the sleep homeostat.
• To investigate sleep homeostasis in sensory neurons.
• To investigate the neurotransmitter/neuropeptide signaling underlying the sleep
homeostat.





2.1 C. elegans maintenance
C. elegans was maintained on nematode growth medium (NGM) plates seeded with E.
coli OP50 as previously described [52]. Worms were grown at temperatures between
15 ◦C and 25 ◦C. Experiments were conducted at 21.5 ◦C. Most worm handling relied
on using a homemade thin platinum wire pick, as described in [53].
2.2 Creating transgenic C. elegans strains
2.2.1 Plasmid construction by Gateway Cloning ™
All constructs were cloned using the Multisite Gateway ™ system from Invitrogen [54].
Using this system three individual donor plasmids are combined to a final construct
plasmid. The donor plasmids I used in this thesis to generate new constructs were
synthesized by a commercial supplier. All constructs obtained from Gateway LR ™
reactions were sequenced for verification. Successful cloning was confirmed by
comparing the Sanger sequencing results with the expected sequence using megablast
sequence alignment [55]. The complete list of constructs I created are listed in appendix
B.2.
2.2.2 Microinjection and microparticle bombardment
Transformation of a DNA plasmid construct into C. elegans can be achieved either by
microinjection or microparticle bombardment [56], [57]. The latter often induces inte-
gration of the DNA construct onto a chromosome [58]. Chromosomal integration of a
DNA construct leads to higher expression stability and less germline silencing as com-
pared to extrachromosomal arrays. Most strains described in this thesis were generated
using microparticle bombardment as described in [57]. I bombarded unc-119(ed3) mu-
tants, which show an uncoordinated phenotype. The DNA construct carried a unc-119-
rescue as a selection marker. Most transgenic strains were generated using microparticle
bombardment. Microinjection was only used to transform some of the lim-6 rescue con-
structs. The complete list of strains that I created and/or used for experiments during
this thesis can be found in appendix B.1.
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2.2.3 Crossings of C. elegans strains
Strains were crossed using standard procedures [52]. For all strains that did not carry
a fluorescent marker, the presence of the genotype was verified after crossing by PCR
genotyping.
2.2.4 PCR genotyping
PCR genotyping was done by duplex PCR genotyping as described [59]. It is based on
the design of three primers, producing two different-sized products, one only arising
from the wild-type allele, the other only arising from the mutant allele. In a first step,
DNA is obtained by single worm-lysis [60]. Then the primers are added and a duplex
PCR is performed. In the last step agarose gel electrophoresis is conducted visualiz-
ing the PCR products from which the genotype of the animals can be deduced. The
complete list of primers that I created can be found in appendix B.3.
2.3 Calcium imaging and optogenetics
2.3.1 In vivo calcium imaging
Traditionally neuronal activity has been measured using electrophysiology. In C. ele-
gans electrophysiology measurements are difficult to perform because of its hydrostatic
skeleton and its small size. Instead genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs) are
used to image neuronal activity [61]. These indicators increase their fluorescence if cal-
cium is present. In C. elegans a multitude of promoters are known allowing expression
in subsets of neurons, covering all neurons. A widely used genetic calcium indicator
is GCaMP, a fusion of circularly permutated green fluorescent protein (GFP), calmod-
ulin, and M13, a peptide sequence from myosin light chain kinase [62], [63]. Without
calcium, the circular GFP structure leads to quenching. Upon calcium binding, calmod-
ulin undergoes a conformational change, allowing M13 to bind thereby changing the
circular shape of the GFP and reducing the quenching. GCaMP has faster kinetics, a
higher baseline fluorescence, and a larger dynamic range than ratiometric indicators
like Chameleon [64]. To perform quasi ratiometric measurements a reference fluores-
cence protein, whose fluorescence does not change with cellular calcium concentration,
can be co-expressed with GCaMP. Importantly this reference fluorescence protein must
have an excitation and emission spectrum that is distinct from that of GCaMP. Most cal-
cium imaging in this thesis is done using GCaMP3.35 that is co-expressed with a codon
optimized version of the far red fluorescent protein mKate2 [65], [66]. GCaMP3.35 cor-
responds to GCaMP3 minus the first 35 aminoacids, and a codon optimization as de-
scribed in [39]. RIS activity measurements using the unc-47 promoter were performed
with GCaMP3 [63]. RIA activity measurements were performed using GCaMP3.3, a




Optogenetics allow the precise temporal and spatial activation and inhibition of neu-
rons with light. The breakthrough for optogenetics came in 2005 when several research
groups independently showed that channelrhodopsin-2(ChR2) expressed in neurons is
functional [68], [69]. ChR2 is a light gated cation channel that has been genetically iso-
lated from the algae Chlamydomona reinhardtii [70], [71]. It has a low rate of inactivation,
a fast rise time (<200 ms) and a quick recovery time. It is a blue light activatable chan-
nel, having its action spectrum peak at about 460 nm [71]. ChR2 activation requires
the cofactor all-trans-Retinal, that is endogenously present in mammals, but not in C.
elegans. The standard way to introduce Retinal in C. elegans is by adding it to its bac-
terial food. Most channelrhodopsin experiments in this thesis are done using a codon
optimized version of ChR2(H134R), a mutation of ChR2 yielding increased photocur-
rents. Red shifted variants of channelrhodopsin have been developed recently. Espe-
cially promising according to the literature were the following two: C1V1 a chimer of
channelrhodopsin-1 (ChR1) and Chrimson, a red shifted channelrhodopsin, that came
out from sequencing of 127 algae transcriptomes [72]. Of future interest might be an-
other recently engineered red shifted ChR variant ReaChR [73].
Additionally to the beforehand presented rhodopsins there exist others that can be used
to hyperpolarise neurons. These are most notably halorhodopsin (chloride channel)
and archaerhodopsin (proton pump) [74] , [75]. The latter yielding a more complete
inactivation and having a faster recovery period [75].
2.4 Imaging setup
2.4.1 Microfluidic device
For most experiments C. elegans have been cultured in agarose hydrogel microcompart-
ments as described [76]. Briefly, eggs were placed together with bacterial food (E. coli
OP50) into agarose microcompartments that were cast using a PDMS mold.
2.4.2 Differential interference contrast (DIC) and brightfield imaging
For behavioral analysis worms were imaged inside agarose microcompartments using
DIC or brightfield. As transmitted light source a 100 W Halogen lamp was used that
was filtered through a standard infrared filter (Chroma) resulting in infrared light. Re-
spectively a 20 × CFI Planapochromat VC Objective or a 40 × CFI S Fluor Oil Objective
(both Nikon) were used. Most DIC/brightfield imaging was done using an Andor
Luca camera. For a few experiments an Andor iXon EMCCD camera or an Andor Neo
sCMOS camera were used. Two different protocols were used for imaging. Either con-
tinuous time lapse imaging (1 s to 5 s interval) or burst mode imaging every 10 min
to 15 min (40 frames with 0.5 s interval). For sleep deprivation experiments only time




Fluorescence imaging was performed essentially as previously described [39], [40]. Ex-
periments were performed using an Andor iXon EMCCD camera and LED illumination
(CoolLED) with standard GFP and Texas Red filter sets (Chroma). Exposure time was
set to 5ms and allowed imaging of moving worms without blurring. The EM gain of the
camera was set between 100 and 250. The LED was triggered using the TTL fire signal
of the EMCCD camera to illuminate only during exposure. LED intensity was in the
range of 1 mW mm−2 to 5 mW mm−2. The illumination did not cause bleaching or any
detectable behavioral changes. Most calcium imaging experiments were performed in
agarose hydrogel microcompartments. The only exception are the measurements of
neuronal activity following ChR2 activation of aptf-1 expressing neurons (section 3.7.3)
that have been done by fixating the worm on a 2% agarose pad using Levamisole. Cal-
cium imaging experiments were recorded either with a 20 × CFI Planapochromat VC
Objective or a 40 × CFI S Fluor Oil Objective. Stacks of 16-35 frames each were taken
using a "Nano Scan Z" (Prior Scientific). Z-resolution of the stacks was 1 µm. Stacks
were either projected into one image using a maximum intensity projection or the slice
of interest was manually selected. For graphical representation of expression patterns
the maximum intensity projection was used. For calcium imaging experiments the slice
of interest was selected manually.
2.4.4 Spinning disc imaging
Spinning disc imaging was performed with an Andor Revolution spinning disc system
using a 488 nm laser, a Yokogawa X1 spinning disc head, a 40 × or 100 × oil objective
and an Andor iXon EMCCD camera.
2.5 Experimental sleep deprivation setup
2.5.1 Microscope setup for simultaneous brightfield and fluorescence
imaging
The basis for the automated sleep deprivation setup is a Nikon eclipse Ti microscope.
This microscope was equipped with an additional second layer and appropriate filters
allowing simultaneous measurements with two cameras (Figure 2.1). The upper layer
is used to connect a LED light source to the microscope setup, whereas the lower layer is
used to split the DIC/brightfield image of the worm from the calcium imaging. This is
achieved by using a dichroic filter that separates the infrared light used for DIC/bright-
field imaging from the green and red fluorescence light. I disassembled the GFP filter
cube and placed the excitation filter and dichroic filter in the upper layer. The emission
filter I added to the filter block containing the infrared dichroic filter in the second layer,
in the optical path used for calcium imaging.
For DIC/brightfield imaging I used an ANDOR Luca EMCCD camera and for calcium
imaging an ANDOR iXon EMCCD-camera. Because of the different camera chip sizes
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Figure 2.1: Microscope setup for simultaneous brightfield and fluorescence imaging.
I had to introduce a 0.45 × magnification lens in the optical path of the ANDOR Luca
camera. I decided to use two separate computers to control brightfield and calcium
imaging. The brightfield imaging is controlled by computer 1 using LABVIEW, whereas
the calcium imaging is controlled by computer 2 via Andor IQ software. Brigthfield
imaging and calcium imaging can be synchronized by externally triggering either cam-
era with a TTL signal.
2.5.2 Automated sleep deprivation setup
Sleep detection is based on custom written LABVIEW routines (see section 2.6). Sleep
deprivation is triggered by LABVIEW using TTL outputs of the National Instruments
PCIe-6509 data acquisition card. The data acquisition card is connected by a custom
made adapter and BNC-cables to the external TTL trigger input of the deprivation de-
vice.
2.5.3 Mechanical stimulation by dish tapping
Mechanical touch has been intensively studied in C. elegans [77]. Manual mechanic
stimulation with an eyelash has been used to sleep deprive C. elegans [36]. To autom-
atize sleep deprivation I used dish-tapping instead. The dish-tapper I used consists
of a custom made aluminum holder for a sample and a piston that gets accelerated
by an electromagnet as described [39], [40]. I tried two different electromagnets vary-
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of the sleep deprivation setup. The worm is observed on a micro-
scope using a CCD camera. Sleep is detected and a deprivation stimulus is
triggered by custom written algorithms on a computer.
ing in power, the Kuhnke magnets H2286 (mild dish tapping) and H6286 (strong dish
tapping). The tapping stimulus gets delivered horizontally in the plane of the sample,
restricting sample movement mainly to the xy-plane. Image acquisition and dish tap-
ping were shuttered in such a way that no apparent blurring due to tapping-induced
movement occurred. The standard (strong) tapping stimulus for sleep deprivation ex-
periments consisted of 5 taps that were administered in a 1s interval. The only excep-
tion to this protocol was for mild dish tapping , were a tapping stimulus consisted of a
single tap.
2.5.4 Channelrhodopsin experiments
Most channelrhodopsin experiments were performed inside agarose microcompart-
ments, as previously described [40]. The only exception being the aptf-1 ChR2 activa-
tion measurements in 3.7.3, that have been done by fixating the worm on a 2% agarose
pad and immobilizing it using levamisol. Hermaphrodite mother worms were grown
on medium that was supplemented with 0.2 mM all-trans-Retinal (Sigma). Eggs from
these mothers and food from the same plates were placed into microcompartments
without any further Retinal supplementation. Worms were stimulated with a LED
of 490 nm with 0.18 mW mm−2 to 0.39 mW mm−2 as measured with a light voltmeter.
For the assessment which stimulation intensity is best suited for sleep deprivation also
other intensities have been used, as it is indicated in the text. For excitation of red
shifted channelrhodopsin worms were stimulated with an LED of 585 nm wavelength
with 0.529 mW mm−2.
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2.6 "C. elegans automated sleep deprivation"
I wrote the "C. elegans automated sleep deprivation" program in LABVIEW.
I chose LABVIEW for the following reasons:
• A preexisting integration of interfaces for many devices, like cameras and data
acquisition cards
• A large library containing functions for data acquisition, mathematics, statistics,
and most important an advanced graphical user interface (GUI)
• A graphical programming approach, that makes it easy for future users not hav-
ing a background in programming to modify the program accordingly to their
needs
LabVIEW functions/routines are called virtual instruments (VIs). Instead of a written
source code each VI consists of a block diagram, a front panel and a connector panel.
The block diagram is the graphical equivalent of the written source code. The front
panel is a graphical user interface corresponding to the block diagram, that is auto-
matically created by LABVIEW. The connector panel represents the input and output
parameters of the VI that have to be used by another VI to call this VI. In the follow-
ing paragraph I comment the source code of the LABVIEW "C. elegans automated sleep
deprivation" program. The "C. elegans automated sleep deprivation" program is based
on the call of 9 subroutines that are visualized in the scheme below (Figure 2.3). A
Program scheme
Figure 2.3: Program scheme
measurement always starts with the "Initialize measurement VI", that is followed by
the "Image acquisition VI" and the "Image processing VI". Depending on whether sleep
deprivation or control mode is chosen, either the "Sleep detection VI" or the "Control
TTL protocol from textfile VI" is executed. In case of a successful sleep detection "Sleep
deprivation VI" follows, or in case of no sleep detection the program continues directly
with "Update image detection & exit condition VI". Evaluation of the exit condition
either runs the "Wait VI" or shuts down the measurement with the "ShutDown VI". The
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"Wait VI" then triggers again the "Image acquisition VI" leading to a cyclic VI execu-
tion. The LABVIEW block diagram implementation of this scheme is shown in Figure
2.4. Additionally to the scheme, a mode prior start measurement has been added to
setup the image. If in the mode prior start measurement the program loops after the
"Image acquisition VI" directly to the "Wait VI".
18




The "Initialize measurement VI" (Figure 2.5) sets up the parameters used during the
measurement ("Global and local image subtraction arrays VI", "Multiple animals pa-
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rameters VI", "Single animal subimage pixels VI"), creates the folders to save the mea-
surement files ("Create folder VI") and initializes the camera settings ("Intialize camera
settings VI"). The "Initialize measurement VI" is run only once at the beginning of a
measurement.
Initialize measurement
Figure 2.5: Initialize measurement
The "Global and local image subtraction array VI" (Figure 2.6) stores the global and local
image subtraction values that are used to evaluate the sleep detection criterion. At this
time point the "Global and local image subtraction array VI" is initialized . Setting up a
one-dimensional array of length "# Images for sleep detection" filled with zeros for the
local image subtraction array. And a one-dimensional array with one zero element for
the global image subtraction array. The "Multiple animal parameters VI" (Figure 2.7)
Global and local image subtraction array
Figure 2.6: Global and local image subtraction array
calculates the index of the sleep deprivation animal and the total number of animals.
The "Single animal subimage pixel ranges VI" (Figure 2.8) calculates from the total num-
ber of pixels of the camera, the pixel ranges corresponding to single animals. It does so
by dividing the total image into equally sized subimages according to the # animals per
row/column.
The "Create folder VI" (Figure 2.9) verifies whether a folder with the same strain name
and date already exists. If no folder exists it creates a new folder. If the folder already
exists it gives an error message. In this case the user should rename or copy the pre-
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Multiple animal parameters
Figure 2.7: Multiple animal parameters
Single animal subimage pixel ranges
Figure 2.8: Single animal subimage pixel ranges
existing folder to another location. If the user continues the measurement despite an
error message the old measurement data is overwritten.
Create folder
Figure 2.9: Create folder
The "Initialize camera settings VI" (Figure 2.10) starts the initialization of the camera
and sets up the camera parameters used for the measurement. Of the parameters set





Figure 2.10: Initialize camera settings
2.6.2 Image acquisition
The "Image acquisition VI" (Figure 2.11) starts the image acquisition ("Start acquisition
VI") and if the acquisition is successful it waits for the end of acquisition ("Wait for end
of acquisition VI") and stores a converted version of it for display and further image
processing ("Get image VI") .
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Image acquisition
Figure 2.11: Image acquisition
The "Start acquisition VI" (Figure 2.12) adjusts the frame rate to account for delays due
to the program execution, tries to start the acquisition and outputs the acquisition time
and whether the acquisition was successfully started. The "Wait for end of acquisition
Start acquisition
Figure 2.12: Start acquisition
VI" (Figure 2.13) verifies if the image acquisition has been completed. As long as this is
not the case it introduces a 5 ms delay and then repeats the verification. The "Get image
Finish acquisition
Figure 2.13: Finish acquisition
VI" (Figure 2.14) converts the acquired image that is stored in a one-dimensional array
to a two-dimensional array, corresponding to the image dimensions. This converted
image is stored for further image processing. If "display image" is chosen in the main




Figure 2.14: Get image
2.6.3 Image processing
The "Image processing VI" (Figure 2.15) saves single animal image subselections, cal-
culates and saves corresponding image subtraction values and determines the image
subtraction value of the sleep deprivation animal. For each animal it generates new
file- and pathnames ("File-pathname VI"), creates the image subselection ("Create im-
age subselection VI"), saves it as a tiff file ("Save array to image VI") and saves the image
acquisition time to a textfile ("Save image acquisition time to textfile VI"). If images have
been acquired before it calculates the image subselection of the previous image as well
("Create image subselection VI"), then calculates the image subtraction value ("Calcu-
late image subtraction value VI"), saves it to a text file ("Save image subtraction value
VI") and determines and outputs the image subtraction value of the sleep deprivation
animal ("Select image subtraction value of SD animal VI").
Image processing
Figure 2.15: Image processing
The "File-pathname VI" (Figure 2.16) generates and outputs new file- and pathnames
for the animal with the index i. Calling it with the initialization option initializes the
path, the filestem, and the filestem including the current time t and outputs them. The
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filestem denominates the filename preceded by the path, but without file extension.
File-pathname
Figure 2.16: File-pathname
The "Create image subselection VI" (Figure 2.17) determines and outputs the image
subselection of the full image that corresponds to the single animal with index i.
Create image subselection
Figure 2.17: Create image subselection
The "Save array to image VI" (Figure 2.18) saves the subselection image array as a 16
bit grayscale tiff file. To output the image array as a tiff file the following routines
that are included in the LABVIEW IMAQ Vision are used: "IMAQ Create", "IMAQ Ar-
rayToImage", "IMAQ GetPalette" and "IMAQ WriteFile". The "Save image acquisition
time to textfile VI" (Figure 2.19) saves the image acquisition time to the textfile named
"Strain-Name-AnimalIndex-Date-time-loc.txt".
The "Calculate image subtraction value VI" (Figure 2.20) calculates the image subtrac-
tion value, outputs and stores it.
The "Save image subtraction value VI" (Figure 2.21) saves the image subtraction value
to the textfile named "Strain-Name-AnimalIndex-Date-subtraction.txt"
The "Select image subtraction value of SD animal VI" (Figure 2.22) determines the image
subtraction value of the sleep deprivation animal and outputs it.
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Save array to image
Figure 2.18: Save array to image
Save image acquisition time to textfile
Figure 2.19: Save image acquisition time to textfile
Calculate image subtraction value
Figure 2.20: Calculate image subtraction value
Save image subtraction value
Figure 2.21: Save image subtraction value
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Select image subtraction value of SD animal




The "Sleep detection VI" (Figure 2.23) combines a verification of the sleep detection
prerequisites, an automated and/or manual sleep detection, and a user defined op-
tional delay of sleep detection. Local and global image subtraction arrays get updated
("Global and Local image subtraction arrays VI") and prerequisites to start sleep detec-
tion are evaluated ("Prerequisites to start sleep detection VI"). If the prerequisites are
not fulfilled the VI terminates with the output "sleep detection"="false". If the prereq-
uisites of sleep detection are fulfilled automated sleep detection criteria are evaluated
("Automated sleep detection mode VI"), manual sleep detection is evaluated ("Manual
sleep detection VI") and an user defined optional delay for the sleep deprivation start is
evaluated ("Delay sleep deprivation start VI"). The "Global and local image subtraction
Sleep detection
Figure 2.23: Sleep detection
array VI" (Figure 2.24) called with the update argument adds the latest image subtrac-
tion value of the SD animal to the global and local image subtraction arrays. During the
update process the local image subtraction array is reduced by the oldest image sub-
traction value and the latest image subtraction value is added to it. The global image
subtraction array gets extended by the latest image subtraction value. The "Prerequi-
Global and local image subtraction arrays
Figure 2.24: Global and local image subtraction arrays
sites to start sleep detection VI" (Figure 2.25) determines whether different prerequisite
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criteria are fulfilled to start sleep detection. It verifies that the start time for sleep detec-
tion is reached, that the minimum interval between TTL pulses is kept, and that neither
the maximum number of adjacent TTL, nor the maximum deprivation time, nor the
maximum number of TTL is reached. The "Automated sleep detection mode VI" (Fig-
Prerequisites to start sleep detection
Figure 2.25: Prerequisites to start sleep detection
ure 2.26) determines which sleep detection criterion to employ. Total immobility ("Sleep
detection criterion total immobility VI") is used as the sleep detection criterion for a user
defined number of total immobility detections as reflected by the number of TTL sig-
nals ("#TTL"). Once sleep has been detected and deprived more often a less restrictive
sleep criterion is used ("Sleep detection criterion low mobility VI").
The "Sleep detection criterion total immobility VI" (Figure 2.27) evaluates the empirical
sleep detection criterion based on image subtraction values, for details refer to section
3.1.3. The "Sleep detection criterion low mobility VI" (Figure 2.28) is detecting sleep if
the mobility for only one timepoint is lower than a threshold.
The "Manual sleep detection VI" (Figure 2.29) determines, whether sleep has been de-
tected manually by pressing the button "manual sleep detection" in the main front
panel. The VI outputs "sleep detection"="true" if sleep has been either detected au-
tomatically and/or manually.
The "Delay sleep deprivation start VI" (Figure 2.30) verifies if a sleep detection gets
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Automated sleep detection mode
Figure 2.26: Automated sleep detection mode
Sleep detection criterion total immobility
Figure 2.27
Sleep detection criterion low mobility
Figure 2.28: Sleep detection criterion low mobility
delayed by user defined optional parameters. First sleep detection parameters are up-
dated ("Update sleep detection parameters VI"), then it is verified whether the start of
sleep deprivation gets delayed by a certain amount of images ("Delay deprivation start
by x images VI") or of sleep detections ("Delay deprivation start by x detections"). The
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Manual sleep detection
Figure 2.29: Manual sleep detection
Delay sleep deprivation start
Figure 2.30: Delay sleep deprivation start
"Update sleep detection parameters VI" (Figure 2.31) increases the number of sleep de-
tections by 1 and if this is the first sleep detection sets "Time of first sleep detection" to
the current time.
Update sleep detection parameters
Figure 2.31: Update sleep detection parameters
The "Delay deprivation start by x images VI" (Figure 2.32) verifies if the sleep depriva-
tion start gets delayed by a user defined amount of time. The "Delay deprivation start
by x detections VI" (Figure 2.33) verifies if the sleep deprivation start gets delayed by a
user defined amount of detections.
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Delay deprivation start by x images
Figure 2.32: Delay deprivation start by x images
Delay deprivation start by x detections
Figure 2.33: Delay deprivation start by x detections
2.6.5 Control TTL protocol
The "Control TTL protocol VI" (Figure 2.34) reads a list of TTL timings from a textfile,
compares them to the current time t and outputs "sleep detection"="true" if they coin-
cide.
Control TTL protocol
Figure 2.34: Control TTL protocol
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2.6.6 Sleep deprivation
The "Sleep deprivation VI" (Figure 2.35) saves and updates TTL parameters, triggers
optional calcium-imaging, determines the deprivation method to be used and triggers
the thereby specified TTL pulses.
Sleep deprivation
Figure 2.35: Sleep deprivation
The "Save TTL time to textfile VI" (Figure 2.36) saves the current time to the textfile
"Strain-name-IndexSDAnimal-Date-TTL_SIGNAL.txt". The "Update adjacent TTL pa-
Save ttl time to textfile
Figure 2.36: Save ttl time to textfile
rameters VI" (Figure 2.37) updates the number of adjacent TTL and if the number of
adjacent TTL corresponds to the user defined maximum number of adjacent TTL it sets
"time maximum # adjacent TTL" to the current time.
The "Update TTL parameters VI" (Figure 2.38) updates the number of TTL, sets the time
of the last TTL to the current time, and if the number of TTL corresponds to the user
defined "# TTL SD start refence time" it sets "SD start reference time" to the current time.
The "Trigger calcium-imaging VI" (Figure 2.39) triggers a user defined optional calcium-
imaging. Mode "0" corresponds to no calcium-imaging. Mode "1" outputs a single TTL
pulse to the "external trigger" of a EMCCD-camera used for calicum-imaging. Mode
"2" outputs a single TTL pulse to the "external trigger" of a EMCCD-camera used for
calicum-imaging if the number of TTL is equal or bigger than "# TTL change mode".
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Update adjacent TTL parameters
Figure 2.37: Update adjacent TTL parameters
Update TTL parameters
Figure 2.38: Update TTL parameters
Trigger calcium-imaging
Figure 2.39: Trigger calcium-imaging
The "Sleep deprivation mode VI" (Figure 2.40) determines which one out of two user
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defined deprivation methods is used depending on the "# TTL" compared to "# TTL
change mode". It then outputs a TTL pulse sequence with the parameters specified by
the selected sleep deprivation method.
Sleep deprivation mode
Figure 2.40: Sleep deprivation mode
The "Send TTL pulses VI" (Figure 2.41) outputs a sequence of TTL pulses defined by the
user defined values of the deprivation method: "# Pulses", "Pulse length (ms)", "Pause
time (ms)", and "Line to output TTL".
Send TTL pulses
Figure 2.41: Send TTL pulses
2.6.7 Update image & exit condition
The Update image & exit condition VI replaces image t-1 by image t, increases the time t
by one, and verifies whether the user defined end measurement time (Max_num_runs)
is reached (Figure 2.42). If the end measurement time is reached, the camera gets shut
down using the ANDOR SDK VI ShutDown and the Main VI terminates.
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Update image & exit condition
Figure 2.42
2.6.8 Wait
The "Wait VI" (Figure 2.43) delays the next image acquisition until the user defined
frame rate is reached.
Wait
Figure 2.43: Wait
2.6.9 "C. elegans automated sleep deprivation" interface
"C. elegans automated sleep deprivation" program interface consist of a single control
window 2.44. The controls can be divided in six major categories that are indicated in
the figure by red capital letters:
• A: Display of camera image,
• B: Camera acquisition settings
• C: TTL-pulse settings
• D: General settings
• E: Sleep deprivation settings
• F: Start/End measurement
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Figure 2.44: Control window - A: Display of camera image, B: Camera acquisition set-
tings, C: TTL-pulse settings, D: General settings, E: Sleep deprivation set-




Figure 2.45: Display image
• Display image: Default (off), range (on, off).
If switched on newest image is displayed and gets updated by timing specified
in "frame rate (ms)". Before starting the measurement display image should be
switched off, to avoid delays in capturing images.
• Light intensity: range (20%-80% of saturation intensity).
Minimum and maximum pixel light intensity. If using an Andor Luca camera, inten-
sities of about 7000-9000 are a good choice.
Camera settings
Figure 2.46: Camera settings
• Exposure Time (ms): Default value (5), range (1-10)
• Frame rate (ms): Default value (1000), range (500-4000)
• Trigger mode: Default Internal, range (Internal, External)
Trigger mode configures whether the image acquisition of the camera should be trig-
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Figure 2.47: TTL pulse settings
• # TTL change mode: Default value (10000), range (0-100000).
Number of TTL signals after which the deprivation method changes. Deprivation
methods are defined by the following settings.
• First/second deprivation method:
TTL channel: Default value (Line6/Line7), range (Line1-Line8).
Channel of the data acquisition card that should output TTL signals. In our setup,
currently line-6 is connected to a magnetic dish-tapper and line-7 to a LED.
Pulse length (ms): Default value (15/300), range (5-10000).
Duration of one TTL pulse in ms.
# pulses: Default value (1/1), range (1-100). Number of separate TTL pulses that
are output as one bout.
Pause time (ms): Default value (0/0), range(0-10000). Pause time between two
TTL pulses that belong to one output signal.
General settings
Figure 2.48: General settings
• Strain name: Default value (N2). range(any string)
The strain name is used together with the date as the name for the measurement.
New C. elegans strain names can be added by right click, edit item.
• Maximum # (number) images: Default value (100000), range(1000-200000).
The measurement will be stopped automatically if this value is reached.
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• Select # of animals row/column: Default value (2/2), range(1-3, 1-3).
Sets the number of animals per row/column. Depending on the size of the camera
chip and objective used, more than 3x3 animals can be imaged and sleep be detected.
Sleep deprivation settings
Figure 2.49: Sleep deprivation settings
• Mode: Default value (Sleep deprivation), range (Control, Sleep deprivation). The
configuration "sleep deprivation" uses automated sleep detection and deprivation.
The configuration "control" administers TTL signals according to a list of timepoints
that it reads from a textfile.
• Select deprivation animal row/column: Default value (1/1), range (1/1-# animals
per row/column).
Sets animal in which sleep gets detected and sleep deprived. The index of row and
column is starting with the animal on the down-left. In the displayed example image
the animal on the top-left would be annexed with (2,1).
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• Sleep detection parameters
kstd: Default value (40), range (10-60).
Standard deviation constant for the total immobility sleep detection criterion. Lower
values facilitate sleep recognition in light sleep mutants.
kmean: Default value (1.5), range (1-2).
Mean value constant for the total immobility sleep detection criterion. Higher values
facilitate sleep recognition in light sleep mutants.
# images for sleep deprivation: Default value (10), range (5-60).
Local time window for which the sleep detection criterion is evaluated. Smaller val-
ues facilitate sleep recognition in light sleep mutants, whereas bigger values assure
in mutants with ectopic sleep phases or hypoactivity that sleep gets not falsely rec-
ognized.
# (number) Total immobility detections: Default value (2), range (1-10000).
Number of times the restrictive sleep detection criterion of total immobility is used.
After this number of detections sleep recognition occurs if mobility is lower than a
threshold once.
• Start time of sleep detection (images): Default value (1000), range (300-20000).
Time to start evaluation of the sleep detection criterion. Prevents too early false sleep
detection. Ideally one sets this value about 2-3 hours prior to the estimated sleep
start.
• Sleep deprivation parameters
Max # (number) adjacent TTL: Default value (10000), range (1-10000).
Restricts the number of adjacent TTLs by forcing a pause of deprivation as specified
below by the parameter "Pause deprivation after max # adjacent TTL". The number
of adjacent TTL being higher than 1 signifies that the animal did not react to the
deprivation stimulus.
# TTL start SD reference time: Default value (1), range (1-10).
Defines the timepoint of the x-th TTL as the beginning of sleep deprivation. This is
used as the reference time for the deprivation length.
Ca2+ mode: Default value (0),range (0,1,2).
• Delay deprivation start
by x images after first detection: Default value (0), range (0-7200).
Delays the sleep deprivation by at least this amount of time after the first sleep de-
tection. Sleep detection possibly triggering sleep deprivation restarts after this delay
has passed.
by x detections: Default value (9), range (0-30).




between TTL pulses: Default value (0), range (0-600).
Forced minimum interval between two TTL pulses.
after max # adjacent TTL: Default value (9),range (0-10).
Forced pause if "max # adjacent TTL", as defined above in sleep deprivation param-
eters, is reached.
• Stop deprivation after
deprivation length: Default value (3600), range (300-10000).
Maximum duration of sleep deprivation. Sleep deprivation start is defined by the
timepoint of the x-th TTL signal, see sleep deprivation parameter "# TTL start SD
reference time".
# TTL: Default value (10000), range (10-10000).
Number of deprivation stimuli delivered after that deprivation gets stopped.
Manual sleep detection: For the timepoints this button is pressed sleep is de-
tected. This can be used to as replacement of the automated sleep detection or in
combination.
Example: Single worm sleep detection with default parameters
General settings
• Select # of animals row/column: (1/1) Sleep deprivation settings
• Select deprivation animal row/column: (1/1)
Example: Multiple worm sleep detection with default parameters
4 animals, deprive the animal on the down-right.
General settings
• Select # of animals row/column: (2/2)
Sleep deprivation settings
• Select deprivation animal row/column: (1/2)
Example: Externally triggered sleep detection with default parameters
Connect externally triggered BNC-cable to Trigger IN of camera
Camera Settings
• Trigger mode: External




Create textfile containing a list of timepoints (integer), seperated by line breaks.
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2.6.10 Optimizing sleep deprivation
Optimizing deprivation
Parameters for sleep deprivation
When to start sleep deprivation
• minimum start time for sleep deprivation
• first sleep detection + x hours
• first sleep detection + x further sleep detections
Design of one stimulus
• pulse length, number of pulses, pause time between pulses
(a) (b) 1
Figure 2.50: Design of the stimulus. A higher number (#) of consecutive pulses at each
sleep detection is more efficient than a single pulse. Shown is the image
subtraction value time course for a single animal that receives each time
sleep is detected either (a) a single mechanical stimulus or (b) three me-
chanical stimuli, with an interstimulus interval of one second. Mechanical
stimulation is indicated by gray shading.
Lower the criterion for sleep detection once sleep has been detected for a certain
number of times




Figure 2.51: Lowering the sleep detection criterion after sleep has been detected several
times yields better sleep deprivation results. Shown is the image subtrac-
tion value time course for single animals using either the sleep detection
criterion of (a) total immobility only or (b) total immobility for the first
three sleep detections followed by low mobility as the sleep detection cri-
terion. Mechanical stimulation is indicated by gray shading.
Limitation of stimulation during sleep deprivation
• forced pause of x seconds between two stimulations
• forced pause of x seconds if a certain number of sequential stimulations is reached
(a) (b) 1
Figure 2.52: Limitation of stimulation during sleep deprivation. Shown is the image
subtraction value time course for single animals pausing deprivation (a)
after each stimulation and (b) if a maximum number of ten adjacent stimu-
lations is reached. Mechanical stimulation is indicated by gray shading.
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When to stop sleep deprivation?
• after a certain time of deprivation is reached.
• after a certain number of taps has been delivered.
• if the animal did not react to a certain number of taps.
2.7 Analysis of behavioral and neuronal activity
For nose speed measurements, the nose was tracked manually, using the FIJI plu-
gin "manualtracking" (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/plugins/track/track.
html).
Image subtraction was done using LABVIEW or MATLAB.
RIS position was detected using a custom written MATLAB algorithm, that can be
found in appendix D. Briefly, detection of RIS was based on its position relative to the
cluster of AIB and RIB neurons. RIA detection was based on a custom written pattern
recognition algorithm. I manually verified the correct identification of the RIS and RIA
signal. For images in which automatic detection of RIS was not possible, the position
was manually tracked. ALM, PLM, and PDA neuron positions were tracked manually
using a MATLAB algorithm. To obtain the neuronal activity for a given time point, the
neurons were cut out using a MATLAB routine, the high intensity pixels correspond-
ing to the neuron were averaged and the average value of low intensity pixels of the
background was subtracted.
2.8 Statistical analysis
Standard statistical tests were performed using ORIGIN. Significance levels of 0.05, 0.01
and 0.001 were used and significant results are indicated with asterisks. Error bars
indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM). Boxplots have lines at the lower quartile,
median and upper quartile values and whiskers indicating variability outside the upper
and lower quartiles. For all paired datasets the paired Wilcoxon rank test was used
to assess significance levels. For unpaired datasets the two sample t-test with Welch
correction was used. Correlation was assessed using the two tailed Spearman test.
2.9 Transcriptional profiling using RNA Sequencing
I collected wild-type and lim-6(nr2073) C. elegans threefold stage eggs manually using
a pick. For both strains three replicates of 2000 eggs were collected. RNA was purified
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using the TRIzol protocol (Invitrogen).
The Transcriptome Analysis Laboratory Göttingen performed the cDNA library prepa-
ration, and RNA sequencing as previously described [78]. Statistical analysis was
done by Klaus Jung (Medical Biometry and Statistical Bioinformatics Facility Univer-
sity of Goettingen). Resulting sequence reads were trimmed according to phred scores
using the software flexbar and aligned to the reference genome (WormBase WS170)
by the software STAR [79], [80]. The mapped reads were counted by htseq (http:
//www-huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/doc/overview.html). Statisti-
cal analysis was done using the software R (version 2.15, www.r-project.org and R-
packages from www.bioconductor.org. Negative binomial models were used to
detect differentially expressed genes [81]). P-values were adjusted by the method of
Benjamini and Hochberg, for controlling the false discovery rate at the 5% level [82].
RNA Sequencing of the light-sleep mutant aptf-1(gk794) has been done simultaneously




3.1 Automated sleep recognition in C. elegans
C. elegans sleep specific behaviors and their suitability for sleep recognition
Automated sleep recognition requires a robust detection criterion and should not
disturb the animal. Possible criteria for the detection of sleep are the non pumping
pharynx and the reduced mobility as described by Cassada and Russel in 1975 [37].
A sleep specific posture and an increased arousal threshold are further readouts for the
Figure 3.1: C. elegans has a reduced mobility and pumping frequency during sleep. Re-
produced from Cassada and Russel [37].
sleep phase. Possible sleep recognition criteria are summarized in the following table





Table 3.1: Possible sleep recognition criteria
underlay automated sleep detection. The increased arousal threshold can be excluded
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as a criterion for sleep detection, because determining the arousal threshold would
mean to disturb the animal. Detection of the pharynx is difficult because of its small
size. Therefore I will not pursue this idea. Identification of a sleep specific posture
requires the detection of the complete outline of the worm. For our experimental setup
this is a challenging task. On the other hand quantifying the mobility of the animal
seems to be feasible.
3.1.1 Automated identification of the worm outline
Quantification of the posture and exact mobilities of the worm requires the detection
of the worm outline. There are a multitude of wormtrackers readily available, for an
overview please see review by Husson [83]. However these trackers have been op-
timized for a freely moving animal on a plate observed with low resolution and not
for our agarose microcompartment setup. Attempts to use several worm trackers,
including the wormtracker 2.0 http://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/wormtracker
have failed to detect the worm in our experimental setup. This is mainly to the bad
contrast of the worm that is surrounded by E. coli bacteria. One possibility to increase
the contrast between bacteria and the nematode is to generate transgenic animals that
express a fluorescent protein in vast parts of the animal.
Worm detection by expressing a fluorescent protein in muscle tissue.
We reported that the nematode has a sleep specific posture [42]. To show this, I ex-
tracted the posture of the worm from images expressing GCaMP3.35 in body wall mus-
cles (Figure 3.2a). Briefly, I extracted the skeleton of the worm using a "Canny-Edge"
algorithm implementation in MATLAB (Figure 3.2b). Then I dilated the obtained out-
line followed by a thinning operation to obtain the skeleton (Figure 3.2c, 3.2d). Manual
verification of the resulting skeletons showed that for 26% of the images the algorithm
did not produce a correct result. This mainly occurred when the worm’s nose was
touching its tail.
Using a fluorescence protein facilitates the detection of the worm. However the au-
tomated extraction of the worm posture was not robust enough to be used for sleep
detection. Moreover the blue/green light required to excite the fluorophore possibly
disturbs the animal and complicates simultaneous fluorescence imaging of neuronal
activity. Therefore I did not pursue this idea.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Extraction of the worm using a fluorescent protein. (a) Fluorescence image
of a worm expressing GCaMP3.35 in body wall muscles. (b) Extraction of
the midline of the worm using the "Canny-Edge" algorithm. (c) Dilation
operation of the outline resulting in a blowup version of the worm’s shape.
(d) Thinning operation leading to the skeleton of the worm.
Worm detection using high DIC contrast
As existing C. elegans trackers were not able to extract the outline of the worm in
our microcompartment setup, I decided to write my own worm detection alogrithm
adapted to our experimental setup. The first thing to decide on was what kind of light
microscopy imaging method to use. I tested if brightfield or differential interference
contrast (DIC) microscopy is suited (Figure 3.3a, 3.3b). However, despite considerable
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effort I did not manage to extract the worm outline from these pictures robustly. By
changing the alignment of the two polarizing filters used for DIC imaging I obtained a
high contrast DIC image (Figure 3.3c).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.3: Brightfield and DIC images using different phase difference of a worm sur-
rounded by E. coli OP 50 bacteria in a agarose microcompartment. (a) Bright-
field image, (b) standard contrast DIC image, and (c) high contrast DIC im-
age.
In this configuration the worm’s nose is appearing darker than the background E. coli
bacteria. I wrote a first worm nose detection algorithm in MATLAB, that could cor-
rectly identify the worm’s nose in about 90% of the cases correctly. To improve this
code to allow a more robust detection, I contacted the two computational scientists
Boris Busche and Jan-Martin Kirves. Their work resulted in the "wormTracker", an au-
tomated nose detection program based on the C programming language. It extracts the
skeleton (midline) of the worms nose from the original high contrast DIC image (Figure
3.4). An improved version of the "wormTracker" is developed by Birk Urmersbach and
is short before finalization. Briefly, it normalizes and inverts the original image (Figure
3.4b). Followed by a thresholding and thinning and dilation operation (Figure 3.4c and
3.4d). Then it selects the largest cluster and performs a skeletonization operation (Fig-
ure 3.4e). Figure 3.4f shows the overlay of the detected skeleton with the orignal DIC
image. The "wormTracker" allowed an improved detection of the nose but still was not
robust enough to be used for automated detection. False results were produced when
the tail was touching the nose.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.4: Extraction of the worm’s nose based on high contrast DIC image. (a) DIC
image with high contrast. (b) Normalization and inversion operation. (c)
Thresholding, thinning and dilating operation. (d) Selection of the largest
cluster. (e) Skeletonization operation. (f) Overlay of detected skeleton and
DIC image.
3.1.2 Image subtraction as a readout for mobility
As the fully automated extraction of the worm outline for our experimental setup
appeared to be a challenging, time consuming task I investigated whether there are
simpler ways to robustly characterize the mobility of the worm. The variation between
two consecutive images is reflecting the change in position of the worm, thus its
mobility. I therefore investigated whether image subtraction, the pixel wise evaluation
of the variation of two consecutive images can be used to robustly detect immobility.
The image subtraction value at the time point t for the pixel (i,j) is equal to the absolute
difference of the pixel (i,j) value for the time points t and t+1.
ImSub(t)ij =
∥∥Im(t + 1)ij − Im(t)ij∥∥ , with t: Point in time, i,j: Indices of pixel values
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By summing up the image subtraction values of all pixels one obtains the image sub-
traction value of the entire picture.
Imsub(t) = ∑ ijImSub(t)i,j
In figure 3.5 a visual representation of image subtraction is shown.
Figure 3.5: Visualization of image subtraction. Two consecutive frames captured with a
∆T of 1 s and their corresponding image subtraction picture during L1 wake.
Blue corresponds to low, red to high differences between pixel values.
To quantify how well image subtraction is reflecting mobility I compared manually
tracked nose velocities to their corresponding image subtraction values. Image sub-
traction is closely reflecting nose velocity. The wake-sleep-wake time course of image
subtraction and nose velocity show a very similar pattern (Figure 3.6a). Both show a
dip that corresponds closely to the sleep period. The graphical representation of image
subtraction as a function of nose velocity indicates as well that they correlate (Figure
3.6b). The Spearman rank test gives indeed a positive correlation between image sub-
traction and nose velocity. The corresponding Spearman correlation coefficient is 0.595.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Nose speed and image subtraction are correlated. Shown is the (a) time
course and (b) a histogram of nose speed and image subtraction values for
N=11 animals. Correlation was assessed using a two tailed Spearman test.
3.1.3 A sleep criterion based on image subtraction
After having shown that image subtraction is a measure for the mobility of the worm,
the next question was if image subtraction permits to robustly recognize the sleep state
of the worm. Recognition of the sleep state will be based on the low mobility of the
worm and the resulting low image subtraction values. The questions to answer are
therefore: First, Is low immobility a robust indicator for the sleep state. Second, Is the
method of image subtraction suited to detect this immobility during sleep. Figure 3.7
is a visualization of how image subtraction ideally identifies the sleep like state.
The sleep detection criterion should be applicable to a wide range of sleep mutants,
varying illumination settings and magnifications. Therefore I decided not to use an ab-
solute threshold, but relative thresholding dependent on prior mobility. I established
the sleep criterion empirically based on a dataset of the wake sleep cycle of ten animals.
I annotated sleep and wake timings and tested which tresholding criteria best detected
the sleep onset and did not result in false positives during wake state. I finally decided
to use two separate thresholds. For a local time window to be defined, the standard de-
viation has to be smaller than a fraction of the global standard deviation and the mean
value has to be smaller than a fraction of the global mean value minus the difference
between the global mean and the global minimum (Equations 3.1).
std(local) ≤ std(global)/kstd
mean(local) ≤ mean(global)− (mean(global)− min(global))/kmean
(3.1)
The second equation can be rewritten as follows





Figure 3.7: Visualization of the principle of sleep detection using image subtraction.
Two consecutive frames captured with a ∆T of 1s and their corresponding
image subtraction picture during (a) the L1 wake state and (b) the L1 sleep
state . Blue corresponds to low, red to high differences between pixel values.
with kstd, kmean : empirically determined constants that depend on the local time win-
dow observed. For wild-type worms a time window of five frames, k1 = 40 and
k2 = 1.5 yields robust detection of the sleep state. Figure 3.8 shows the time course
of (a) local standard deviation and (b) local mean of image subtraction values and their
respective sleep detection thresholds as indicated by a red line. Using this parameters
the Equations 3.1 can be rewritten (Equations 3.2).
std(Imsub(tn−4,...,n)) ≤ std(Imsub(t0,...,n))/40
mean(Imsub(tn−4,...,n)) ≤ (0.5 ∗ mean(Imsub(t0,...,n)) + min(Imsub(t0,...,n)))/1.5
(3.2)
with t0: timepoint of first image subtraction value, tn: last point in time
Imsub(t) = ∑ ijImSub(t)i,j
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Detection of sleep like state is based on the local standard deviation and the
local mean of image subtraction values. Shown is the timecourse for (a) the
local standard deviation (b) the local mean of image subtraction values for a
single animal. The threshold for sleep detection is visualized by a red line.
3.1.4 Evaluation of sleep detection using the image subtraction method
I evaluated the sleep detection criterion for 25 animals that were not implicated in the
postulation of the sleep detection criterion (Figure 3.9). In 89.3% of the cases sleep was
detected during the non pumping period and allowing a tolerance of 5 min prior to
non pumping start 96.4% was detected correctly. Sleep was detected on average with
a delay of 5.1 minutes after the non pumping start. The implementation of the sleep
detection criterion as part of the "C. elegans automated sleep deprivation" program was
done in LABVIEW, see section 2.6.
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Figure 3.9: Evaluation of the timing and the accuracy of sleep detection. Shown is a box-
plot representation of the distribution of sleep detection timepoints during
the non pumping period.
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3.2 Automated sleep deprivation in C. elegans – Comparing
ChR activation of neurons and mechanical stimulation by
dish tapping.
Established sleep deprivation methods in C. elegans are manual mechanic stimulation
with an eyelash or platinum wire pick and forced swimming (in a constantly vortexed
liquid) [36], [84], [41].
My requirement for a sleep deprivation stimulus were non physical harmfulness and
high reproducibility. I tested two different methods, ChR2 activation of neurons and
mechanical stimulation by dish tapping.
3.2.1 ChR2 light activation of neurons
The nematode C. elegans shows a strong avoidance behavior to blue or shorter wave-
lengths of light, see [85]. The magnitude of the induced velocity is proportional to the
incident light intensity and there is a reaction delay of approximately one second. By
using blue light illumination of 1 mW mm−2 or more sleep deprivation is possible for
thirty minutes and longer. However blue light illumination of the required intensity
visibly damages the animal physically (Figure 3.10).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Prolonged high intensity blue light illumination causes cellular damage
leading to the death of the animal. Cellular damage can be seen by in-
creased fluorescence of C. elegans tissue. Fluoerescence image of C. elegans
(a) prior and (b) past longterm illumination with blue light.
Introducing transgenic light gated channels, so called channelrhodopsins (ChR) to the
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nervous system might allow sleep deprivation with much smaller blue light intensities.
Details about the ChR protocols used for the experiments, are described in the meth-
ods section 2.5.4. I compared the effect of ChR2 activation in three different subsets of
neurons:
• nociceptive sensory neurons: ASH and PVQ - sra-6 promoter (psra-6)
• mechanosensory neurons: ALM, PLM and AVM - mec-4 promoter (pmec-4)
• (motor-) interneurons involved in nociception: AVA, AVD, AVE, AVG, RIM and
PVC - nmr-1 promoter (pnmr-1)
For all three subsets of neurons ChR2 activation leads to a mobilization of the animal.
Activation of ChR2 expressing in pnmr-1 and pmec-4 leads to a strong but only acute
response to low blue light intensities. ChR2 activation of nociceptive sensory neurons
(psra-6) is triggering the strongest persistent behavioral response during both sleep and
wake (Figure 3.11). The difference between the transgenic lines is probably due to much
higher ChR2 expression levels in the psra-6 transgenic line. psra-6::ChR2 has been cre-
ated by integration of an extrachromosomal array yielding higher copy numbers of the
construct containing plasmid than direct integration by microparticle bombardment,
as used to generate pnmr-1::ChR2 and pmec-4::ChR2. Having shown that psra-6::ChR2
transgenic line is best suited for sleep deprivation I investigated which combination of
light intensity, stimulus length, inter-stimulus pause, and application timing is most
efficient (Figure 3.12).
Light stimuli as short as 5 ms are sufficient to trigger a behavioral response. Prolonged
activation for several seconds with low blue light intensity leads to best deprivation
results for a given total amount of incident blue light. Sleep deprivation experiments
using ChR2 activation have therefore been conducted with a stimulus consisting of 100
pulses, each lasting 100 ms, a inter-stimulus pause of 10 ms and an intensity between
0.1 mW mm−2 to 0.4 mW mm−2. To reduce the blue light intensity needed for sleep de-
privation I tested whether the use of a ChR2 variant with longlasting activation yields
better results. ChR2(C128S) activation of interneurons involved in light nose touch,
expressed under the glr-1 promoter lead to a smaller mobility induction in sleep than
ChR2(H134R) activation in sensory neurons for the same amount of incident blue light,
data not shown. Therefore I did not pursue the idea to use ChR2(C128S) for sleep de-
privation.
In a next step I tested whether blue light ChR2 activation can be used for sleep depri-
vation. For a direct comparison of the effectiveness of sleep deprivation by the activa-
tion of channelrhodopsin expressing neurons to dish tapping I used the a promoter ex-
pressed in mechanosensory neurons, that are activated by dish tapping too. Blue light
induced ChR2 activation of mechanosensory neurons successfully induced persistent
mobility in the animal (Figure 3.13). The mean nose speed during sleep increases by
about threefold and roughly 2/3 of the total immobility get deprived.
The mobility inducing effect is due to ChR2 activation and not due to the low intensity
blue light. A wild-type control sleep deprived with the same blue light intensity used
for ChR2 activation of mec-4 expressing neurons barely reacts to the light (Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.11: ChR2 activation of nociceptive sensory neurons (psra-6) is triggering the
strongest behavioral response during both sleep and wake. The wave-
length of the incident light was fixed to 490 nm. Stimulus length, inter-
stimulus pause, number of stimuli, and light intensity were varied and are
indicated above each figure. (a,b) Nociceptive sensory neurons (psra-6),
(c,d) nociceptive interneurons (pnmr-1) and (e,f) mechanosensory neurons
(pmec-4). The strong increase in image subtraction values for large parts of








3.2. Automated sleep deprivation in C. elegans – Comparing ChR activation of
neurons and mechanical stimulation by dish tapping.
(g) (h)
Figure 3.12: Prolonged activation for several seconds with low blue light intensity leads
to best deprivation results for a given total amount of incident blue light.
(a-h) The wavelength of the incident light was fixed to 490 nm. Number
of stimuli, stimulus length, inter-stimulus pause, and light intensity were
varied and are indicated above each figure. The strong increase in image
subtraction values for parts of the blue light illumination period seen for
(b,d,e,f,g) is an artifact of the blue light shuttering.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: ChR2 activation of mec-4 expressing neurons is suited for sleep depriva-
tion in C. elegans. There is a 324% increase in mean mobility and a 64%
reduction of total immobility. (a) Mean nose speed and (b) zero nose speed
frequency for undeprived animals and sleep deprivation by ChR2 activa-




Figure 3.14: ChR2 activation, not blue light activation yields arousal from sleep. Shown
is the image subtraction value for the non pumping period for sleep depri-
vation using 490 nm blue light, with an intensity of 0.18 mW mm−2. Shown
is the mobility time course for (a) a transgenic animal (N=1) expressing
ChR2 under the mec-4 promoter. For comparison a wild-type control (N=1)
receiving blue light of the same intensity is shown. Light stimulation is
indicated by blue shading.
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3.2.2 Red shifted channelrhodopsin light activation of neurons - C1V1 &
Chrimson
To bypass the toxic effects and the restrictions for calcium imaging of excitation by blue
light, I created transgenic animals expressing C1V1 and Chrimson, both red shifted
ChR2 variants [86], [72]. However green light activation of C1V1 did not led to a con-
sistent behavioral response and therefore did not allow efficient sleep deprivation (Fig-
ure 3.15). Similarly Chrimson activation of nociceptive sensory neurons (psra-6) and
of mechanosensory neurons (pmec-4) did not lead to consistent mobility induction in





Figure 3.15: C1V1 activation of neurons is not suited for sleep deprivation in C. ele-
gans. Shown is the image subtraction value time course of single animals
(N=1) for the non pumping period. C1V1 was expressed under the follow-
ing promoters (a) pnmr-1, (b) psra-6 and (c) pmec-4. (d) For comparison an
undeprived wild-type control is shown. (a,b,c) For sleep deprivation by
C1V1 activation of neurons green light with a wavelength of 595 nm and
an intensity of 0.529 mW mm−2 was used. Light stimulation is indicated
by green shading.
3.2.3 Mechanical stimulation by dish tapping
Details about the dish tapping devices, consisting of a magnet that drives a piston, are
described in the methods section 2.5.3. I tested several magnet-piston combinations,
that exert different forces on the petri dish containing the nematode. For two of these
combinations, that I call mild and strong dish tapping, I investigated if they are suited
for sleep deprivation. Mild dish tapping yields a significant mean mobility increase.
Compared to undeprived animals sleep deprivation by mild dish tapping induces an
increase in nose speed of about 82% (Figure 3.16a). The total immobility is decreased,
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as indicated by the zero nose speed frequency that drops by about 45% (Figure 3.16b).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.16: Sleep deprivation using mild dish tapping leads to an 82% increase in mean
mobility and to a reduction of total immobility of about 45%. (a) Mean nose
speed and (b) zero nose speed frequency for undeprived animals and sleep
deprivation by mild dish tapping.
Strong dish tapping leads to even stronger mean mobility increase as nose speed rises
about 200% (Figure 3.16a). Compared to mild tapping less immobility remains, as indi-
cated by the zero nose speed frequency that drops by about 56% (Figure 3.16b).
Sleep deprivation by strong dish tapping is more efficient than by mild dish tapping,




Figure 3.17: Sleep deprivation using strong dish tapping leads to a 200% increase in
mean mobility and to a reduction of total immobility of about 56%. (a)
Mean nose speed and (b) zero nose speed frequency for control and sleep
deprivation by strong dish tapping. (a,b) The control consists of animals
that did receive the tapping stimulus during their L1 wake phase.
3.2.4 Comparison of deprivation methods
Sleep deprivation by both ChR2 activation of neurons and dish tapping can be used for
sleep deprivation in C. elegans. Average velocities of sleep deprived animals are com-
parable to their wake state, but a residual quiescence remains upon sleep deprivation
(Figure 3.18). Using blue light activation of ChR2 expressing neurons has two major
disadvantages:
First, the longterm blue light illumination is toxic, complicating the analysis of sleep
deprivation effects. Second, sleep deprivation can not be combined with independent
high resolution calicum imaging like GCaMP because both require blue light excitation.
Dish tapping does not have these limitations, as it is non toxic and can be combined
without limitations with calcium imaging. Strong dish tapping leads to deprivation of
more immobility than mild dish tapping. Therefore I decided to only use strong dish
tapping as the sleep deprivation method to investigate on the sleep homeostat. For the
sake of simplicity, I will from now on call strong dish tapping just dish tapping.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.18: Sleep deprivation by both blue light activation of neurons and dish tapping
can be used for sleep deprivation in C. elegans (a) Mean nose speed and
(b) zero nose speed frequency for undeprived animals, SD by blue light




3.3 Sleep deprivation by dish tapping
The sleep deprivation protocol has been set up in such a way that it roughly deprives
half the sleep phase. This allows to measure sleep deprivation effects in the second half
of the sleep phase.
3.3.1 Detailed evaluation of sleep deprivation by dish tapping
Sleep deprivation by dish tapping induces a strong mobilization of the animal as com-
pared to control animals (Figure 3.19a and 3.19b ). Control animals are filmed to-
gether with sleep deprived animals, receiving the mechanical stimulus during their
wake phase prior to sleep. The L1 sleep nose speed probability distribution for control
and sleep deprived animals illustrates this decrease in immobility (Figure 3.19c). Zero
mobility during L1 sleep is reduced by sleep deprivation from 45% to 20%.
From now on I will distinguish between the period of active sleep deprivation and
the consecutive undeprived part of sleep. I compare this sleep deprivation period to
the corresponding part of the sleep phase of control animals. Sleep deprivation leads
to a 271% increase in mean nose speed (Figure 3.20a). The average induced velocity of
16 m/s is comparable to L1 wake velocities. The time spent immobile decreases by 70%,
but a residual quiescence remains upon sleep deprivation (Figure 3.20b). Both, a strong
increase in mobility and a strong decrease in immobility are consistently observed for
each sleep deprivation-control experiment (Figure 3.20c and3.20d).
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.19: Nose speed time course of the L1 sleep phase for (a) sleep deprivation by
dish tapping and (b) wake tap control. (c) Probability distribution of nose
speed during L1 sleep for sleep deprivation (red) and wake tap control
(black). Control animals are filmed together with sleep deprived animals
receiving the mechanical stimulus during their wake phase prior to sleep.
Sleep deprivation is restricted to the first half of the sleep phase that is
indicated by red shading. For control animals the equivalent first segment





Figure 3.20: Sleep deprivation leads to a 271% increase in mean mobility and to a re-
duction of total immobility of about 70%. Shown is the (a,c) mean nose
speed and the (b,d) zero nose speed frequency, (a-b) averaged for N=9 an-
imals and (c-d) for single animals. Only the deprived part of the sleep
phase and the corresponding part of the sleep phase for control animals
was evaluated. Control and sleep deprived animals have been recorded si-
multaneously. Control animals received the tapping during their L1 wake.
** denotes statistical significance with p < 0.01, paired Wilcoxon rank test.
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3.3.2 Effects of sleep deprivation on sleep duration
To evaluate whether the sleep duration is prolonged upon sleep deprivation I compared
the non pumping time of sleep deprived animals with control animals (Figure 3.21a).
Surprisingly sleep deprivation shortened the non pumping time by roughly 9% as com-
pared to control animals. As sleep in C. elegans is interrupted by bouts of mobility, that
resemble wakefulness, the total quiescence time might be a more accurate readout for
sleep duration. However sleep deprivation also reduced the total quiescence time sta-
tistically significantly (Figure 3.21b).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.21: Sleep deprivation shortens the sleep duration. (a) Sleep deprived wild-type
animals (N=9) have a non pumping duration that is shortened by 9.34%
compared to control animals (N=9). (b) Total quiescence time is decreased
by 57%. Control animals received the tapping during their L1 wake. **
denotes statistical significance with p < 0.01, paired Wilcoxon rank test.
To investigate whether developmental cues inhibit a rebound in sleep duration I looked
at a lin-42 KO mutant. lin-42 is the C. elegans orthologue of period, the gene controlling
circadian rhythmicity. This mutation leads to less regular molting timings and to high
variations in sleep duration [44]. However sleep deprived lin-42 mutants did not show
an increase in sleep length (Figure 3.22).
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Figure 3.22: Sleep deprivation in lin-42(ok2385) KO mutants does not have an effect on
the non pumping duration. Statistical significance was assessed using a
paired Wilcoxon rank test.
3.3.3 Behavioral effects of sleep deprivation
Having deprived roughly the first half of the sleep phase, I investigated whether sleep
intensity is changed during the undeprived second part of the sleep phase. Surprisingly
sleep deprived animals are still more mobile than control animals (Figure 3.23).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.23: Sleep deprivation induces a mobility increase that persists for the unde-
prived remainder of the sleep phase. (a) Mean mobility and (b) zero nose
speed frequency for N=9 animals each. Control animals received the tap-
ping during their L1 wake. ** denotes statistical significance with p < 0.01,
paired Wilcoxon rank test.
Their mean nose speed is statistically significantly higher and the frequency of zero
nose speed significantly lower than for control animals. Extending the sleep depri-
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vation to 70% of the sleep phase still yields an increase in mean nose speed for the
undeprived remainder of the sleep phase (Figure 3.24).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.24: Extending sleep deprivation to 70% of the sleeping phase induces a mobil-
ity increase that persists for the undeprived remainder of the sleep phase.
(a) Nose speed time course averaged for sleep deprived animals. (b) Mean
nose speed during early L1 sleep (sleep deprivation) and late L1 sleep (un-
deprived sleep) for sleep deprivation and control animals. Control animals
received the tapping during their L1 wake.
Behavioral sleep intensity in C. elegans has been assessed priorly by the peak fraction
of quiescence and the mean quiescence bout duration [36], the former corresponding
to the maximum frequency of immobility for a given time window. Both the peak
fraction of quiescence and the quiescence bout duration are decreased following sleep




Figure 3.25: Sleep deprived animals left undisturbed in the last part of the sleep phase
are still more mobile than control animals. (a) Peak fraction of quiescence
and (b) quiescence bout duration for N=9 animals each. Control animals re-
ceived the tapping during their L1 wake. ** denotes statistical significance
with p < 0.01, paired Wilcoxon rank test.
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3.4 RIS activity is reflecting the sleep homeostat
The gene aptf-1 is required for normal sleep, aptf-1 KO mutants are barely quiescent [40].
aptf-1 is encoding for the AP2 transcription factor that is expressed strongly only in five
interneurons in the head, including RIS during early larval development. By generating
a transgenic line expressing the calcium indicator GCaMP under the aptf-1 promoter
Michal Turek showed that the interneuron RIS is strongly activated prior to and at the
sleep onset (Figure 3.26). Optogenetic activation of aptf-1-expressing neurons induced
acute, ectopic behavioral quiescence in an aptf-1-dependent manner.
Figure 3.26: RIS GCaMP3.35 activity peaks at sleep onset. Time=0 corresponds to non
pumping start, taken from [40].
3.4.1 RIS activity in undeprived wild-type worms
The fact that RIS is driving quiescence at the sleep onset makes it an interesting can-
didate for the sleep homeostat. To have a more precise baseline for sleep deprivation
experiments I repeated the RIS calcium imaging measurements of undeprived animals
with a higher frame rate. As a compromise between high temporal resolution and
toxicity effects due to the blue light I chose a frame rate of 0.25 Hz to record calcium
activity. The higher temporal resolution results in a more detailed RIS activity pat-
tern (Figure 3.27a). There is a peak of RIS activity just prior to the non pumping start
(time=0). RIS stays active at a high level for about 20 minutes. The sleep onset RIS peak
is followed by several peaks that are narrower and of smaller amplitude (Figure 3.27b).
At the end of the non pumping period RIS activity peaks are of higher amplitude and
frequency. A remarkable feature of RIS activity is, that it always rises in peaks lasting
between 30 seconds and a few minutes.
There is a close relationship between RIS activity and the mobility of the animal. Peaks
of RIS activity typically occur after a bout of increased mobility. While RIS activity




Figure 3.27: RIS-activity and -velocity time course (a) averaged for 23 animals, (b) for a
typical single animal.
increase in mobility (Figure 3.28a). To quantify the relation between RIS activity and
mobility I created histograms of RIS intensity and velocity (Figure 3.28b, 3.28c, 3.28d).
High mobility correlates with low RIS activity, whereas high RIS activity correlates with
low mobility. The latter holds especially true for the sleep phase, were highest RIS
activity is observed for immobility or very low mobility (Figure 3.28b).
The number and position of RIS peaks varies from animal to animal. This variability
can not simply be explained by differences in the mobility of the animals. The fact
that peaks of RIS activity are triggered following bouts of high mobility and lead to
immobilization are strong indications that RIS is involved in the sleep homeostat.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.28: Relationship between RIS activity and mobility. (a) Typical RIS activity
mobility pattern during sleep. (b-d) RIS activity-velocity histogram for (b)
sleep, (c) L1 wake and (d) L2 wake, N=23 animals. The color of each square
represents the frequency for a given combination of RIS GCaMP intensity
and velocity.
3.4.2 RIS activity upon sleep deprivation
To investigate homeostatic effects in RIS I sleep deprived transgenic animals express-
ing GCaMP under the aptf-1 promoter by dish tapping. For stronger homeostatic effects
to the deprivation stimulus I used the "continuous sleep deprivation protocol". Figure
3.29a shows the averaged time course of RIS activity and velocity for nine animals that
have been sleep deprived from the point when sleep has been detected for the first time.
This I call early sleep deprivation, or simply sleep deprivation.
Sleep gets deprived for approximately one hour. Animals are aligned by the start





Figure 3.29: RIS activity and velocity time course for (early) sleep deprivation. Average
of N=9 animals (a) aligned by non pumping start, (b) aligned by continuous
tapping start, (c) close up of (b) and (d) representative time course of a
single animal. Dish tapping stimulation is indicated by gray shading.
tinuous tapping starts leads to a sharper and more pronounced peak of RIS activity
(Figure 3.29b). The first deprivational tapping stimulus leads to a small increase in RIS
activity and to mobilization of the animal (Figure 3.30). The animals show increased
mobility in reaction to the tapping stimulus for the first fifteen to twenty-five minutes
of sleep deprivation. During this time RIS activity is low and only shows short activa-
tion bouts (Figure 3.29c). After fifteen to twenty-five minutes of deprivation, tapping
leads to long lasting activation peaks of RIS and to a decrease of the response to the
stimulus. Animals immobilize temporarily although they are still exposed to dish tap-
ping (Figure 3.29d). After additional twenty to thirty minutes RIS activity decreases
again while the animal still gets stimulated. Now phases of mobility and immobility
alternate. At this point smaller peaks of RIS activity are sufficient to immobilize the an-
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Figure 3.30: RIS activity and velocity response to first deprivational tap stimulus.
imal. RIS activity increases at the transition from sleep to wake similarly to undeprived
animals. To sum up: The initial homeostatic response to sleep deprivation is mediated
by an induced and long lasting RIS activity peak.
This effect is not to be confounded with habituation, because awake control animals
keep on reacting to the stimulus and do not show long lasting RIS activation peaks
while being exposed to a similar tapping protocol (Figure 3.31c). Neither is this sim-
ply reflecting the depth of the sleep phase. In a protocol where the start of the sleep
deprivation is delayed by 30 minutes, which I call late sleep deprivation, the animals
show this homeostatic response to the stimulus as well. Although the time course of
homeostasis is shorter the deeper the sleep phase (Figure 3.31d).
As a quantitative measure for the time course of homeostasis I applied a linear re-
gression to the slope of decreasing RIS mobility as a reaction to continuous dish tap-
ping: Late sleep deprived animals show the fastest sleep homeostasis with a slope of
−43.21 µm/s per hour, followed by the homeostasis of early sleep deprived animals
with −34.72 µm/s per hour. Wake tap control animals have the slowest homeostasis
which has a slope of about −3.61 µm/s per hour (Figure 3.32). To quantify the amount
of RIS activation as a homeostatic reaction to sleep deprivation I calculated the average
RIS intensity over an interval of 30 minutes for undeprived control (black), sleep de-
privation by tapping during early L1 sleep (red), and late L1 sleep (blue). Figure 3.33a
shows these average values for L1 wake, sleep onset, early sleep, late sleep, and L2
wake. By creating the difference between undisturbed control and deprived animals I
obtained average evoked RIS intensities (Figure 3.33b). The evoked RIS activity during
both early and late L1 sleep deprivation is statistically significantly higher compared to
the control condition.
In a similar way I compare the average RIS intensities for the tapping control during
L1 wake with those for sleep deprivation. Figure 3.34 shows the average evoked RIS
intensity over an interval of 30 minutes for stimulation by tapping during L1 wake
(black) and early L1 sleep (red). For both conditions intensity values of undisturbed





Figure 3.31: Tapping induced RIS activity peak occurs in L1 sleep but not in L1 wake.
RIS activity and velocity time course for (a) undeprived control, (b) early
sleep deprivation, (c) wake tap control and (d) late sleep deprivation. Dish
tapping stimulation is indicated by gray shading.
subtracted. The evoked RIS activity during L1 sleep is significantly higher than for the
L1 wake.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.32: The time course of homeostasis/habituation to tapping is dependent on
the state of the animal. Shown is the averaged RIS mobility time course
for (a) early sleep deprivation (N=9): slope = −38.4 µm/s per hour, (b)
late sleep deprivation (N=11): slope = −43.2 µm/s per hour, (c) wake tap
control (N=11): slope = −6.2 µm/s per hour. Each datapoint corresponds to
the mean RIS speed over an interval of 15 minutes. The slope of decreasing
mobility in response to persistent sleep deprivation was determined using




Figure 3.33: Sleep deprivation induces a long lasting RIS activation peak. (a) Shown
is the average RIS GCaMP intensity over a period of 30 minutes for unde-
prived control (black), stimulation by tapping during early L1 sleep (red)
and mid L1 sleep (blue). (b) Average evoked RIS intensity over an inter-
val of 30 minutes for stimulation by tapping during early L1 sleep (black)
and mid L1 sleep (red). For both conditions intensity values of undisturbed
control animals averaged over the same time window during development
have been subtracted. The evoked RIS activity for both early and mid L1
sleep stimulation is significantly higher than for the undeprived control an-
imals. ** denotes statistical significance with p < 0.01, *** denotes statistical
significance with p < 0.001, Welch test.
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Figure 3.34: RIS activation in response to tapping is dependent on the sleep-wake state:
Shown is the average evoked RIS intensity over an interval of 30 minutes
for stimulation by tapping during L1 wake (black) and early L1 sleep (red).
For both conditions intensity values of undisturbed control animals av-
eraged over the same time window during development have been sub-
tracted. The number of control animals is indicated inside the parentheses.
The evoked RIS activity during L1 sleep is significantly higher than for the
L1 wake. ** denotes statistical significance with p < 0.01, Welch test.
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3.4.3 RIS activity during sleep following persistent stimulation during L1
wake
Persistent stimulation of worms prior to their sleep phase might effect consecutive RIS
activity during sleep. To maximize the disturbance I applied a sleep deprivation dish
tapping protocol three times for 1 hour during L1 wake. Worms that have been persis-
tently stimulated during wake show a RIS sleep onset peak, followed by a reduction of
RIS activity during the sleep phase and a rise of RIS at the end of sleep (Figure 3.35).
Compared to undeprived animals there is a slight increase of RIS activity during sleep,
but this increase is not significant (Figure 3.36).
Figure 3.35: RIS activity and velocity during sleep following a persistent tapping proto-
col during L1 wake. Amount of tapping stimulation corresponds to three
sleep deprivation protocols interrupted by two one hour breaks.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.36: RIS activity following three times one hour tapping stimulation prior to
sleep is slightly but not significantly increased compared to undeprived
worms. (a) Average RIS activity time course following three times one hour
tapping stimulation. Each time point represents RIS activity averaged over
30 minutes. (b) Average RIS activity over an interval of 30 minutes for




3.5 The sleep homeostat and mechanosensory neuron
activity
To understand how the sleep homeostat works on the sensory neuron level I investi-
gated the activity of the mechanosensory neurons ALM and PLM.
3.5.1 ALM sensory neuron responsiveness is reduced by prolonged
sleep deprivation
Initially, while the animal strongly reacts to dish tapping, ALM activity rises about
150% to 300% above basal levels (Figure 3.37a). With ongoing deprivation time induced
ALM-activity continously decreases but still remains elevated compared to basal levels.
Awake control animals exposed to a similar tapping protocol show the following ALM
activity and velocity time course (Figure 3.37b). ALM activation is strongest at the
beginning of dish tapping and decreases to a still higher than basal level. Unlike for
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(e) (f)
Figure 3.37: ALM sensory neuron responsiveness is reduced during prolonged sleep
deprivation. ALM activity and velocity time course comparison for (a)
sleep deprivation and (b) wake tap control aligned by continuous tapping
start. (c) Sleep deprivation aligned by non pumping start and (d) a unde-
prived control. Dish tapping stimulation is indicated by gray shading. (e-f)
Shown is the average evoked ALM intensity over 21 minutes for the mid
and late time period of stimulation/sleep. As baseline, ALM intensity val-
ues thirty minutes prior to the stimulation/sleep have been subtracted. (e)
Wake tapping control (black) and sleep deprivation (red) aligned by contin-
uous tapping. (f) Undeprived sleep control (black) and sleep deprivation
(red) aligned by non pumping start.
Comparing the wake tap control animals and sleep deprivation animals they initially
show similar evoked ALM activation patterns (Figure 3.37e). For the last part of the
tapping stimulation, ALM activation for sleep deprived animals is significantly lower
than for the wake tap control. This means that after prolonged sleep deprivation tap-
ping evoked ALM activation is limited by the sleep homeostat.
For undeprived control animals receiving the tapping protocol during mid-L1 wake,
ALM activity slightly decreases during L1 sleep but does not show distinct peaks (Fig-
ure 3.37d). Sleep deprivation induces a significant increase in ALM activity for the
entire deprivation period compared to undeprived control (Figure 3.37f). To compare
undeprived control animals with sleep deprived animals these have been aligned by
non pumping start as well (Figure 3.37c).
3.5.2 The sleep homeostat drives quiescence while mechanosensory
neurons still sense the deprivation stimulus
An interesting time point is the early phase of sleep homeostasis. ALM activity at this
time is still largely elevated compared to basal levels (Figure 3.37a). A typical single
animal time course of ALM activity vs. velocity illustrates that dish tapping still leads
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Figure 3.38: The sleep homeostat does not inhibit ALM sensory neuron activity in order
to drive quiescence. (a) ALM activity and velocity for a typical single sleep
deprived animal. Dish tapping stimulation is indicated by gray shading.
(b) ALM activity vs. velocity histogram during active sleep deprivation by
dish tapping averaged for N=9 animals.
For quantification of this effect I created a histogram of ALM activity and velocity (Fig-
ure 3.38b). From this diagram one can deduce that although the animal is immobile
(0=ALM velocity) ALM GCaMP3.35 activity can be as elevated as 100% above base-
line level. This means that the sleep homeostat does not inhibit ALM sensory neuron
activity in order to drive quiescence.
3.5.3 Homeostatic quiescence induction while sensory neurons still
sense deprivation stimulus is mediated by RIS
To relate the activity pattern of ALM and PLM to RIS I measured them at the same time.
For simultaneous imaging of these three neurons the focus was adjusted to center ALM
allowing to resolve PLM and RIS due to their similar lateral position within the animal.
For the wake tap control ALM activity persistently stays above basal levels while being
stimulated. This is accompanied by sustained mobilization of the animal and low RIS
activity (Figure 3.39b). How does RIS and ALM activity relate to each other while sleep
depriving the animal? Figure 3.40 shows a ALM-RIS intensity histogram that indicates
a linear dependency. Interestingly RIS and ALM activity peaks simultaneously while a
sustained tapping stimulus is applied to sleep deprive the animal (Figure 3.39a). For the
late part of sleep deprivation both RIS and ALM activity decreases. This implies two
things. First, RIS is not inhibiting ALM sensory neuron activity while actively driving
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.39: Mechanosensory neuron activity is not inhibited while RIS activity is peak-
ing. (a) RIS/ALM activity and ALM speed time course for (a) sleep de-
privation averaged for 9 animals and (b) wake tap control averaged for 9
animals. (c) Single animal RIS/ALM activity and ALM speed time course.
(d) Single animal RIS/PLM activity and PLM speed time course. Dish tap-
ping stimulation is indicated by gray shading.
immobilization during sleep. Second, for the late part of sleep deprivation the tap-
ping stimulus barely activates ALM and PLM, therefore triggering less RIS activation.
To elucidate the relationship between ALM and RIS activity I applied a rigid tapping
protocol to the L1-L2 cycle of the worm. The protocol consists of 10 seconds without
stimulation, followed by 20 seconds of tapping, and again 10 seconds without stimu-
lation. ALM activity increases continuously during the first 10 seconds of tapping and
then finally saturates at an intensity level 100% higher than basal activity. Ten seconds
after the end of tapping ALM activity reaches almost basal levels again (Figure 3.41a).
Intriguingly RIS activity is very similar to ALM. Over the first 10 seconds of stimula-
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Figure 3.40: ALM activity vs. RIS activity histogram. The color of each square repre-
sents the frequency for a given combination of ALM-RIS intensities.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.41: RIS dampens tapping induced mobility by activating similar to ALM. Mea-
surements are taken every 10 minutes and consist of 10 seconds without
stimulation, followed by 20 seconds of tapping and again 10 seconds with-
out stimulation. (a) Averaged calcium activity of RIS and ALM for 6-8
hours after non pumping start. Dish tapping stimulation is indicated by
gray shading. (b) Averaged calcium activity of RIS and ALM and RIS ve-
locity across time.
tion RIS activity rises, then saturates for the next 10 seconds of tapping. After the end
of stimulation RIS activity decreases but does not yet reach basal level after 10 seconds.
By looking at the time course of ALM and RIS activity in reaction to tapping one no-
tices ALM activity almost perfectly reflecting the stimulus for all time points except for
L1 sleep (Figure 3.41b). RIS does not activate upon tapping in L1 wake but does so
strongly during sleep and consecutive L2 wake. RIS activity upon tapping is highest
during L1 sleep.
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3.6 Molecular and genetic basis of RIS signaling
To better understand the molecular basis of RIS I investigate on the transcription factor
lim-6, that was known to regulate RIS differentiation. In the following I demonstrate
that lim-6 has a sleep phenotype and show the effects of lim-6 on gene expression as
revealed by transcriptome analysis. Of the most interesting genes I analyzed KO mu-
tants. Additionally I investigated the role of neurotransmitter and neuropeptide sig-
naling pathways on the sleep homeostat. Finally I examined several transmembrane
channel and receptor mutants, that either have a sleep and/or arousal phenotype.
Effects of irbesartan on gene expression revealed by transcriptome analysis
3.6.1 The LIM homeobox transcription factor lim-6
lim-6 is a transcription factor that belongs to the LIM homeobox transcription factor
family. It has homologs in Drosophila, mouse and human (Lmx1b). Phylogenetically
closest to lim-6b in C. elegans are the orthologs Lmx1b in mouse, CG4328 and CG32105
in Drosophila (Figure 3.42).
Figure 3.42: Reduced scheme of the phylogenetic tree of lim-6b. C. elegans has been com-
pared with M. musculus and D. melanogaster. Homology has been calcu-
lated using the program MEGA (molecular evolutionary genetics analysis),
www.megasoftware.net
The mouse KO mutant of Lmx1b(flox/flox;ePet-Cre/+) in serotonergic neurons shows
an increase in wakefulness, an impaired hypercapnia-induced arousal and frequent and
severe apnea [87]. In C. elegans lim-6 has not yet been related to sleep. However it is
known that lim-6 together with ceh-14 regulates gene expression of genes with tempo-
rally regulated profiles of expression, defining the competence of the neuron PVT to
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respond to a temporal cue [88]. The regulation of sleep and waking could be based on
a similar mechanism, with lim-6 defining the competence of the neuron RIS to respond
to temporal cues of sleep and waking. In C. elegans lim-6 is expressed in 9 neurons:
RIS and RIGL/R (interneurons); AVL, PVT, DVB, RMER/L (motor neurons) and ASEL
(sensory neuron). lim-6 is expressed from the embryonic stage throughout the larval
stages.
It has been reported that lim-6 regulates RIS differentiation [89]. Therefore I investi-
gated on a KO mutant for the lim-6 gene, lim-6(nr2073).
3.6.2 Sleep phenotype of lim-6 mutants
Wild-type animals exhibit bouts of immobility for about 50% of sleep time while the
average mobility decreases by 50-80%. lim-6(nr2073) mutants rarely immobilize during
sleep and average mobilities are reduced by only 30% (Figure 3.43).
To confirm that the lim-6 gene is causing the sleep phenotype I investigated a second
lim-6 KO mutant. The only other existing lim-6 KO mutant is the strain lim-6(tm4836)
from the National Bioresource Project (NBP) (http://www.shigen.nig.ac.jp/c.
elegans). The NBP strains are created by heavy mutagenesis and contain several
KO mutations. To remove most mutations except the one in lim-6, I backcrossed this
strain six times with wild-type. Phenotypic analysis showed that the lim-6(tm4836) KO
mutant has an even stronger light-sleep phenotype than lim-6(nr2073) (Figure 3.44).
Total immobility is nearly absent, the average mobility during sleep decreases only by
8% compared to L1 wake.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.43: lim-6(nr2073) KO mutant exhibits a light-sleep phenotype. Probability dis-
tribution of nose speeds during L1 wake and L1 sleep in (a) lim-6(nr2073)
and (b) wild-type. (c) Nose speed time course for lim-6(nr2073) and wild-
type control. (d) Mean nose speed for lim-6(nr2073) and wild-type in late
L1 wake, L1 sleep and early L2 wake. *** denotes statistical significance





Figure 3.44: lim-6 KO mutant lim-6(tm4836) exhibits a light-sleep phenotype. Proba-
bility distribution of nose speeds during L1 wake and L1 sleep in (a) lim-
6(tm4836) and (b) wild-type. (c) Nose speed time course for lim-6(tm4836)
and wild-type control. (d) Mean nose speed for lim-6(tm4836) and wild-
type control in late L1 wake, L1 sleep and early L2 wake. ** denotes statis-
tical significance with p < 0.01, *** denotes statistical significance with p <
0.001, Welch test.
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3.6.3 Rescue of the lim-6 mutant sleep phenotype
To rescue the lim-6 sleep phenotype I decided to use an existing rescue line otIs157[lim-
6r::GFP + pRF4(rol-6(su1006))] that represents a lim-6 rescue containing the lim-6 coding
and non-coding regions tagged with a GFP and the dominant rol-6(su1006) mutation. In
older larvae and adult animals the dominant rol-6(su1006) mutation leads to persistent
rolling in circles instead of normal locomotion. However young larvae superficially
exhibit normal locomotion.
Figure 3.45: lim-6(nr2073) Rescue with lim-6-r tagged with GFP and the rol-6(su1006)
mutation
The lim-6r strain rescues the lim-6(nr2073) sleep phenotype (Figure 3.45). Rescued
lim-6(nr2073) spend a large portion of their non pumping period immobile and average
velocities during sleep are similar to wild-type. For the lim-6r,lim-6(nr2073) mutants
the time between the restart of pumping and the complete shedding of the old cuticle
takes about one hour longer than for wild-type and lim-6(nr2073) control. To exclude
that the additional rol-6(su1006) mutation influences the sleep phenotype I decided to
make rescue constructs carrying only a lim-6ab rescue tagged with the fluorescent pro-
tein mKate2. My hypothesis is that lim-6 is required only in RIS to rescue the wild-type
sleep phenotype. A RIS cell specific lim-6 rescue requires a promoter expressing solely
in RIS. Single cell promoters only exist for a small fraction of the three-hundred and two
neurons. RIS being the exception with the neurexin like receptor gene nlr-1 expressing
in RIS and the pharynx only (personal communication Marie Gendrel). I crossed the
lim-6(tm4836) KO mutant into a transgenic strain that expresses GFP under the nlr-1
promoter, that was kindly provided by Marie Gendrel. However expression of nlr-1 is
strongly downregulated in the lim-6 KO mutant. Furthermore expression of nlr-1 does
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Figure 3.46: Neural expression of the three promoters unc-47-nu486, aptf-1 and lim-6-
int4. aptf-1 expression overlaps with unc-47-nu486/lim-6-int4 only in RIS.
not seem to be restricted to RIS only. Another possibility to test the role of RIS would
be a rescue for two promoters with their expression only overlapping in RIS. This is
true for the combination of the aptf-1 and unc-47-nu486 promoter or of aptf-1 and the
lim-6-int4 promoter (Figure 3.46). A rescue for one of these two combinations would
therefore let me allow to conclude that the lim-6 knockout in RIS is really at the base
of the sleep phenotype. lim-6-int4 corresponds to the fourth intron of the lim-6 gene,
that previously has been falsely annotated as lim-6-int3 [89]. For all three promotors
I created constructs carrying the lim-6ab rescue and mKate2 that is used as an expres-
sion control. I injected all three constructs and obtained for unc-47-nu486 and lim-6-int4
several extra-chromosomal lines. Expression for the unc-47-nu486 promoter was as re-
ported, but additionally to the reported neurons the lim-6-int4 promoter expressed in
some other tissue. Both extra-chromosomal arrays with expressing lim-6ab rescue con-
structs under the lim-6-int4 promoter did not rescue the sleep phenotype (Figure 3.47a,
3.47b). For the unc-47-nu486::lim-6ab there was no rescue of the sleep phenotype for
most animals either (Figure 3.47c). A partial rescue for some individual animals oc-
curred, but could not be related to a difference in the expression pattern of the rescue
construct.
To pinpoint the reasons for the failure of the lim-6ab constructs to rescue the lim-6 sleep
phenotype, I double checked the annotation of the lim-6 gene. The official annotation
of the lim-6 gene consists of two splice variants lim-6a and lim-6b. RNA Sequencing of
wild-type and lim-6(nr2073) mutants (see section 3.6.6) only detected transcripts of the
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.47: lim-6ab rescue constructs do not rescue the lim-6 sleep phenotype. (a, b)
lim-6ab expressed under the lim-6-int4 promoter does not rescue the lim-
6(nr2073) sleep phenotype. (c) lim-6ab expressed under the unc-47-nu486
promoter partly rescues the sleep phenotype.
splice variant lim-6b. Therefore I generated new rescue constructs for the aptf-1, unc-47-
nu486 and lim-6-int4 promoter carrying only the splice variant lim-6b and a mKate2 that
is used as an expression control. For each of these constructs I did two transformations
using microparticle bombardment and obtained three integrated lines for the lim-6-int4
promoter, one extrachromosomal for the unc-47-nu486 promoter, but none for the apft-1
promoter. I proceeded only with the integrated lim-6-int4 strains and crossed them into
the lim-6(tm4836) mutant. I measured the sleep wake cycle of the lim-6-int4::lim-6b res-
cue animals together with wild-type and lim-6(tm4836) animals. However, behavioral




Figure 3.48: The lim-6b rescue construct expressed under the lim-6-int4 promoter does
not rescue the lim-6 sleep phenotype.
3.6.4 RIS activity of undeprived lim-6 mutants
In wild-type, lim-6 expression in RIS is slightly reduced during L1 sleep (Figure 3.49).
Figure 3.49: lim-6 expression profile in RIS from early L1 to mid L2. Expression levels
were obtained by measuring fluorescent signal from LIM-6 protein tagged
with GFP.
To observe RIS activity in the lim-6(nr2073) KO mutant I crossed it into a transgenic
line expressing GCaMP3.35 under the aptf-1 promoter. From the literature it is known
that the transcription factor lim-6 is needed for the expression of some genes in RIS,
e.g. dop-1 and ser-4 [90]. Unfortunately aptf-1 expression is strongly downregulated
in the lim-6(nr2073) KO mutant compared to wild-type (Figure 3.54). Although the
GCaMP3.35 signal is very faint it might be still sufficient to be imaged using a confocal
microscope and a 40x oil objective. The combination of a confocal microscope and a
high magnification only allows tracking neural activity in a small vertical layer. There-
fore I took a z-stack at each time point and later manually selected the correct focal
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plane. I recorded GCaMP3.35 and mKate2 simultaneously using a beam splitter. The
mKate2 signal is used as an expression control. RIS position can be tracked easily using
the brighter mKate2 signal that is co-localizing with the fainter GCaMP3.35 signal. To
correct for variation in intensity due to differences in the focal plane I calculated the
ratio between the GCaMP3.35 and the mKate2 signal (Figure 3.50). Despite the bad
signal to noise ratio RIS activity seems to peak around the sleep onset and to drop in
consecutive sleep. To validate this finding I needed a promoter with better RIS GCaMP
expression in the lim-6 KO mutant.
Figure 3.50: RIS activity in the lim-6(nr2073) mutant using the aptf-1 promoter to drive
GCaMP3.35 and mKate2 expression. Shown is the ratio of GCaMP3.35 over
mKate2 activity, which were recorded simultaneously using a beam split-
ter.
I created a construct carrying GCaMP3.35 plus a mKate2 under the lim-6-int4 promoter.
Integration of the construct did not work and resulting extrachromosomal lines were so
badly transmitting and expressing in a mosaic way that measurements were not possi-
ble. Another good candidate to drive expression in RIS is the nlr-1 promoter. However,
similar to aptf-1, expression of nlr-1 is strongly downregulated in the lim-6 KO mutant.
Tsalik et al. reported that unc-47 expression is barely downregulated in the lim-6 KO
mutant [90]. I crossed a transgenic line expressing GCaMP3 under the unc-47 promoter
into the lim-6(tm4836) mutant to measure its RIS activity. RIS activity was measured
using a confocal microscope and a 40 x oil objective by taken z-stacks of GCaMP3 activ-
ity every 15 minutes. The sleep onset peak of RIS activity seems to be lower but more
widespread than for wild-type (Figure 3.51a, 3.51b). However by aligning the animals
by the RIS sleep onset peak value, instead of non pumping start, one obtains a similar
RIS sleep onset peak as wild-type (Figure 3.51c, 3.51d). lim-6(tm4836) RIS activity is not
significantly changed compared to wild-type control (Figure 3.51e). Only the tempo-
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(e)
Figure 3.51: Undeprived lim-6(tm4836) have the wild-type sleep onset peak for RIS ac-
tivity. The unc-47 promoter was used to drive GCaMP3 expression in RIS.
(a, c) lim-6(tm4836) RIS activity aligned by (a) non pumping start and (c)
RIS sleep onset peak intensity. (b, d) Wild-type RIS activity aligned by (b)
non pumping start and (d) RIS sleep onset peak intensity. (e) Comparison
of lim-6(tm4836) (red) with wild-type control (black) that were aligned by
RIS onset peak. Average RIS values were calculated for a time window
of 20 minutes. The differences in RIS activity between lim-6(tm4836) and




3.6.5 Sleep deprivation and its effect on RIS activity in lim-6 mutants
To investigate the effect of sleep deprivation upon RIS activity in the lim-6 KO mutant
presented the problem that simultaneous dish tapping and z-stacks measurements are
not possible. Therefore I had to record from a single z-layer and to manually discard all
images where RIS was outside the focal plane. I overlayed and averaged the resulting
patches of RIS activity and found that lim-6(tm4836) mutants show an increase of RIS
activity upon sleep deprivation (Figure 3.52). Due to the lack of an appropriate con-
trol I cannot compare this to wild-type. The sleep detection algorithm detected sleep
correctly in seven out of eight cases for the lim-6 KO mutants.
Figure 3.52: lim-6(tm4836) shows an increase of RIS activity upon sleep deprivation.
The unc-47 promoter was used to drive GCaMP3 expression in RIS. Shown
are the overlayed and averaged RIS activity patches of N=7 sleep deprived
lim-6(tm4836) mutant animals. Dish tapping stimulation is indicated by
gray shading.
3.6.6 RNA Sequencing of lim-6 mutants
As a transcription factor lim-6 acts by altering gene expression of possibly thousands
of genes. To find out which genes are regulated by lim-6 I did RNA Sequencing. I col-
lected lim-6(nr2073) mutants and wild-type eggs manually and transferred them into
Trizol solution, thus killing them immediately. Simultaneously with my RNA Sequenc-
ing of lim-6(nr2073), Michal Turek did RNA Sequencing of aptf-1(gk794) mutants. RNA
Sequencing of the samples was done by the Transcriptome Analysis Laboratory Goet-
tingen (TAL). The analysis revealed 122 genes that were upregulated by lim-6 and 22
genes that were downregulated by lim-6 (Figure 3.53).
In the top ten of genes that are downregulated in lim-6(nr2073) mutant animals is as
expected lim-6 itself, implying the reliability of the assay (Table 3.2). An interesting hit
is the nuclear hormone receptor nhr-198, as nuclear hormone receptors are known to
regulate developmental cues [91].
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Figure 3.53: lim-6(nr2073) and wild-type RNA Sequencing. Shown in red/blue are the





F36D1.23 spectrin beta chain
LIM-6 lim-6 isoform b transcription factor
F30A10.4 Branching Enzyme
K05C4.9 Leucine rich repeats
F55G11.7 CUB-like domain
C49A1.5 Glycosyltransferase family
NHR-198 Nuclear Hormone Receptor
H05L03.3 NA
CDR-7 Cadmium-inducible lysosomal protein
Table 3.2: Top ten of genes that are downregulated in lim-6(nr2073) mutant animals.
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3.6.7 Link between aptf-1, lim-6 and RIS
The two transcription factors aptf-1 and lim-6 are both essential for normal sleep. To
understand better how they act, it is important to know if they are part of the same
sleep regulation cascade, or if they act independently of each other. The RNA Sequenc-
ing results of aptf-1 and lim-6 did not indicate any mutual regulation. To detect subtle
changes of expression levels or pattern I investigated whether expression levels of a
aptf-1 reporter construct are changed in the lim-6(nr2073) compared to wild-type. aptf-
1 expression in lim-6(nr2073) is similar to wild-type with the exception of RIS (Fig-
ure 3.54). aptf-1 RIS expression is downregulated about 75%. Therefore one possibility
(a) (b)
Figure 3.54: Regulation of aptf-1 expression in RIS by lim-6. (a) Wild-type aptf-1 expres-
sion and (b) lim-6(nr2073) aptf-1 expression. Expression of aptf-1 looks sim-
ilar to wild-type in lim-6(nr2073), except for the strong downregulation of
expression in RIS.
is that the sleep phenotype of lim-6 KO mutant is due to a downregulation of aptf-1
gene expression in RIS. Activation of aptf-1-expressing cells with ChR2 leads to im-
mobilization in wild-type [40]. lim-6(nr2073) mutants with ChR2 expressed under the
aptf-1 promoter do not immobilize in response to blue light, but slightly increase their
mobility (Figure 3.55). This is probably due to too low expression levels of ChR2 in
RIS. To investigate whether ChR2 expression in RIS is able to drive immobilization in
the lim-6 KO mutant I needed another promoter. I created a ChR2 construct with the
lim-6-int4 promoter expressing in RIS and only three other neurons. However, neither
microparticle bombardment nor injection resulted in an integrated or a good transmit-
ting extrachromosomal transgenic line. Therefore it was not possible to test whether
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Figure 3.55: Activation of aptf-1-expressing cells with ChR2 does not lead to immobi-
lization in lim-6(nr2073) mutants, but in wild-type animals. lim-6(nr2073)
and wild-type have been measured simultaneously. Blue light stimulation
is indicated by gray shading.
activation of RIS induces quiescence in the lim-6 mutant.
3.6.8 aptf-1 RIS phenotype
aptf-1 KO mutant RIS activity of undeprived animals does not differ much from wild-
type [40]. As a baseline for sleep deprivation experiments I measured RIS activity
continuously with a temporal resolution of four seconds. As reported previously [40]
undeprived aptf-1(gk794) show the RIS sleep onset activation peak, a consecutive re-
duction of RIS activity during sleep, and a rise of RIS activity at the end of sleep and
beginning of L2 wake (Figure 3.56a). During early and mid sleep and during L2 wake
aptf-1(gk794) RIS activity is increased compared to wild-type, while it is lowered at
sleep onset (Figure3.56b. Dish tapping during sleep leads to mobilization of the worm
and with a short delay to an increase in RIS activity (Figure 3.56c). Instead of auto-
mated sleep deprivation I used a predefined tapping protocol that I started manually.
Interestingly the correlation between RIS activation and a reduction of velocity can also
be observed in the aptf-1(gk794), although RIS activation in reaction to dish tapping
is reduced compared to wild-type. This shows that the sleep homeostat is still partly
functional in aptf-1 KO mutants. aptf-1, lim-6 double KO mutant animals have a similar





Figure 3.56: aptf-1(gk794) mutant animals exhibit a slightly increased RIS activity com-
pared to wild-type and there is preliminary evidence, that the increase
in RIS activity upon sleep deprivation is reduced. (a) Undeprived aptf-
1(gk794) RIS activity and velocity averaged for N=4 animals. (b) During
early and mid sleep and during L2 wake aptf-1(gk794) RIS activity is in-
creased compared to wild-type and while it is lowered at sleep onset. (c)
Averaged RIS activity and velocity for dish tapping during sleep for N=7
animals. Dish tapping stimulation is indicated by gray shading. The same
predefined tapping protocol was applied to all animals, which I call sleep
tap. An increase in RIS activity is observed in response to prolonged tap-
ping, but appears to be smaller compared to wild-type.
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3.6.9 Nuclear hormone receptors
The RNA Sequencing of the lim-6(nr2073) KO mutant gave some interesting candidates
that might be responsible for the sleep phenotype. For example nhr-198, a nuclear hor-
mone receptor. Nuclear hormone receptors are a class of ligand activated proteins that
by regulating the expression of genes influence development and metabolism of an or-
ganism [91]. A nuclear hormone receptor would therefore be a good candidate for a
mechanism controlling the animal’s sleep. RNA Sequencing of the light-sleep mutant
aptf-1 vs. wild-type, which has been done simultaneously with my RNA Sequencing,
revealed that some other nuclear hormone receptors (nhr-185, nhr-85, nhr-183, nhr-23)
are downregulated in aptf-1 mutants. Another nuclear hormone receptor, nhr-67, was
reported to be expressed in RIS [92]. To find out if any of the above mentioned nuclear
hormone receptors regulates sleep I analyzed the sleeping behavior of KO mutants.
However, none of these receptor mutants KO animals showed a sleep phenotype (Fig-
ure 3.57). Table 3.3 summarizes which nuclear hormone receptors I investigated, how
they are differently regulated in lim-6 or aptf-1 KO mutants compared to wild-type, and
if they show a sleep phenotype. As none of the nuclear hormone receptors investigated
exhibited a clear sleep phenotype I did not pursue to investigate more nuclear hormone
receptors.
Nuclear hormone receptors
Gene Name expression change in lim-6/aptf-1 KO mutant mobility sleep phenotype
nhr-185 down by 1,79 seq aptf-1, not in lim-6 none
nhr-85 up by 0,76 seq aptf-1, not in lim-6 none
nhr-183 up by 0,74 ma aptf-1, not in lim-6 unknown
nhr-23 up by 0,68 ma aptf-1, not in lim-6 none
nhr-198 down by 1,65 in aptf-1 (p=0,27), by 2,52 in lim-6 none
nhr-67 no difference in expression but expressed in RIS none






Figure 3.57: Nuclear hormone receptors KO mutants do not show a behavioral sleep
phenotype. (a) Mobility, as characterized by image subtraction values, of
nhr-198(tm3465) (red) is similar to wild-type control (black). (b-f) KO mu-
tants for (b) nhr-185, (c) nhr-85, (d) nhr-23, and (e, f) nhr-67 do not show a
behavioral sleep phenotype, as assessed by nose speed.
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trp-2 encodes a transient receptor potential (TRP) channel that has been associated
with heat avoidance behavior and its expression in ASE is regulated by lim-6 [93], [94].
Therefore I investigated the sleep phenotype of the trp-2(sy691) KO mutant. However,
trp-2(sy691) did not show a behavioral sleep phenotype (Figure 3.58).
Figure 3.58: Trp-2(sy691) does not show a sleep phenotype. Shown is the nose speed
time course averaged for N=6 animals.
3.6.10 Neurotransmitters
Dopamine and serotonin signaling
From the literature it is known that dop-1 and ser-4, a dopamine and a serotonin re-
ceptor, are strongly downregulated in RIS in lim-6(nr2073). To find out whether one of
these receptors is crucial for the RIS activity at the sleep onset or for the sleep homeostat
I investigated KO mutants for both receptors.
In a first experiment I sleep deprived both receptor KO mutants with dish tapping
and observed their behavior. Similar to wild-type animals, both KO mutants do re-
act strongly to the waking stimulus for about 30 minutes, but then the reaction to the
stimulus rapidly decreases (data not shown). The behavioral response is therefore very
similar to wild-type. To verify whether RIS activity patterns differ from wild-type, I
crossed both lines into a transgenic line expressing GCaMP 3.35 under the aptf-1 pro-
moter. Undeprived ser-4(ok512) and dop-1(vs100) KO mutants show the typical RIS peak
at the sleep onset (Figure 3.59a & 3.59b). Deprived animals show a long-lasting RIS ac-
tivation when the reaction to the stimulus decreases (Figure 3.59c & 3.59d). Therefore
I conclude that neither the ser-4(ok512) nor the dop-1(vs100) KO mutant have a sleep or
RIS phenotype. It is possible that ser-4 and dop-1 receptors redundantly regulate RIS
activity. Therefore I created a double KO mutant for both receptors and crossed it into a
RIS GCaMP reporter line under the aptf-1 promoter. The dop-1, ser-4 double KO mutant
RIS phenotype does not differ statistically significantly from wild-type either (Figure
3.59e). Four distinct receptors for dopamine and serotonin have been discovered in C.
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elegans. To exclude that dopaminergic or serotonergic receptors redundantly generate
the RIS activation pattern, a KO mutant for dopamine/serotonin trafficking is needed.
Fortunately in C. elegans KO mutants for all neurotransmitters except acetylcholine are
viable. I investigated KO mutants that are either defective for dopamine (cat-2(e1112)),
serotonin (tph-1(mg280)), or for dopamine and serotonin together (bas-1(tm351)). None
of these KO mutants showed a sleep phenotype (Figure 3.60). By crossing the KO mu-
tants tph-1(mg280) and bas-1(tm351) into the aptf-1 GCaMP transgenic line I measured
their RIS activity over the L1-L2 wake-sleep cycle (Figure 3.62). Neither of the mutants
showed a RIS phenotype.
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Figure 3.59: KO mutants for a dopamine receptor (dop-1) and a serotonin receptor (ser-4)
and the combined double KO mutant do not show a RIS or behavioral sleep
phenotype. (a,b) Undeprived RIS activity and velocity for (a) dop-1(vs100)
and (b) ser-4(ok512). (c-e) RIS activity and velocity for sleep deprivation
in (c) dop-1(vs100), (d) ser-4(ok512) and (e) dop-1(vs100),ser-4(ok512). Dish






Figure 3.60: KO mutants for dopamine and serotonin do not exhibit a sleep deprivation
phenotype. Shown is (a,c,e) nose speed and (b,d,f) frequency of immobility
over an interval of 60 seconds: (a,b) Wild-type control, (c,d) tph-1(mg280)
serotonin KO mutant and (e,f) cat-2(e1112) dopamine KO mutant. Dish
tapping stimulation is indicated by gray shading.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.61: The double KO mutant for dopamine and serotonin does not exhibit a sleep
phenotype. bas-1(tm351) dopamine/serotonin KO mutant (a) nose speed
and (b) frequency of immobility over an interval of 60 seconds. Dish tap-





Figure 3.62: Serotonin KO mutant and dopamine/serotonin double KO mutant do not
exhibit a RIS phenotype. (a) Undeprived and (b) sleep deprived tph-
1(mg280) serotonin KO mutant. (c) Undeprived and (d) sleep deprived
bas-1(tm351) dopamine/serotonin KO mutant. Dish tapping stimulation
is indicated by gray shading.
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GABA, glutamate and octopamine signaling
Having excluded dopaminergic and serotonergic trafficking underlying the RIS sleep
onset and homeostatic activity, I decided to investigate on the remaining neurotrans-
mitters for which KO mutants exists, namely GABA (unc-25(e156) unc-47(gk192)),
glutamate (eat-4(ky5)), and octopamine (tdc-1(ok914)). None of these KO mutants
did show a sleep phenotype (Figure 3.63). For the GABA KO mutant unc-25(e156) I
additionally investigated RIS activity (Figure 3.64). To sum up, all neurotransmitter KO
mutants investigated still show RIS overactivation at the sleep onset and as a response
to continued sleep deprivation by dish-tapping. I covered all major neurotransmitters







Figure 3.63: KO mutants for GABA, glutamate and octopamine do not show a sleep
deprivation phenotype. Shown is (a, c, e) nose speed and (b, d, f) frequency
of immobility over an interval of 60 seconds for a single animal each: (a, b)
GABA, (c, d) ocotopamine and (e, f) glutamate. Dish tapping stimulation
is indicated by gray shading.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.64: The GABA KO mutant unc-25(e156) does not show a RIS sleep phenotype.
RIS activity and velocity time course for (a) a single undeprived animal and




As all neurotransmitters investigated do not seem to be crucial for RIS signaling,
neuropeptides are another good candidate. Neuropeptidergic trafficking (flp-13 and
nlp-22) has been associated with stress induced sleep in C. elegans [51], [50]. In C. elegans
113 neuropeptide genes and more than 250 neuropeptides have been identified [95].
The synthesis of most neuropeptides relies on the proprotein convertase egl-3 [96]. To
test whether neuropetidergic neurotransmission is underlying the signaling of RIS it
is therefore sufficient to knockout egl-3. egl-3(gk238) KO mutant worms have a sleep
phenotype showing quiescence for only 5% of the non pumping period [40].
Therefore I investigated on RIS activity in egl-3 mutants. egl-3 mutants show long
lasting RIS activation peaks not only at the sleep onset but during later parts of sleep
as well (Figure 3.65a, 3.65b). The raise in intensity when comparing egl-3(gk238) RIS
activity during the second half of sleep to wild-type is striking (Figure 3.65c). RIS
activity, averaged over a period of 30 minutes for the mid sleep phase, is increased by
70% for egl-3(gk238) (Figure 3.65c).
Prolonged sleep deprivation in egl-3(gk238) leads to RIS overactivation but not to im-
mobilization (Figure 3.66a & 3.66b). This tapping-induced RIS overactivation is statisti-
cally significantly higher than for undeprived control animals (Figure 3.66c). Channel-
rhodopsin activation of aptf-1 expressing neurons in egl-3 KO mutants does not cause
quiescence like in wild-type, but an increase in mobility [40].
The deficiency of RIS to drive quiescence may explain the increased mobility of the egl-3
KO mutant. The RIS sleep onset peak and the increased RIS activity of the egl-3 mutant
during sleep indicate that the sleep homeostat upstream of RIS is functional and that
neuropeptide signaling is required downstream of RIS. Interestingly, RNA Sequencing
for lim-6 mutants showed that a couple of neuropeptides are downregulated at least 1.5
fold in lim-6 compared to wild-type: flp-28, nlp-6, flp-11, and flp-18.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.65: The neuropeptide KO mutant egl-3(gk238) shows increased RIS activity
during mid and late sleep. Shown is the undeprived RIS activity and veloc-
ity time course of (a) egl-3(gk238), averaged for N=23 animals, (b) represen-
tative time course of a single egl-3(gk238) animal (c) wild-type, averaged
for N=23 animals. (d) During both early and mid sleep egl-3(gk238) RIS
activity is statistically significantly increased compared to wild-type. ***





Figure 3.66: Sleep deprived egl-3(gk238) RIS activity and speed (a) averaged for 7 ani-
mals and (b) for a single animal. (c) Sleep deprivation of egl-3(gk238) leads
to a slight increase in RIS activity. Dish tapping stimulation is indicated by
gray shading. * denotes statistical significance with p < 0.05, Welch test.
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3.6.12 Subunits of voltage-gated calcium channels and an inositol
trisphosphate receptor
A screen for C. elegans trans-membrane channel and receptor sleep mutants has been
done in our laboratory by Juliane Schwarz. Additional to a basal sleep phenotype she
tested for changed arousal thresholds during sleep. As outcome of the screen two mu-
tant strains with a changed sleep or arousal phenotype were found. The first is related
to the egl-19 gene, encoding for the alpha-1 subunit of a voltage-gated calcium channel.
The other one is related to itr-1, an inositol trisphosphate receptor (personal communi-
cation by Juliane Schwarz).
egl-19(n2368) gain of function mutants (egl-19(gf)) have a decreased arousal threshold
and preliminary results indicated a lack of RIS overactivation at sleep onset. Therefore
I investigated the sleep-homeostat of the egl-19(n2368). I confirmed that RIS activity
does not rise at sleep onset (Figure 3.67a).
Comparing absolute GCaMP levels between the egl-19(gf) mutant and wild-type, the
former has about three times increased basal RIS activity (Figure 3.67b). This means
that the egl-19(gf) phenotype is not a lack of RIS overactivation at sleep onset but
an increase of basal RIS activity compared to wild-type. Sleep deprivation initially
leads to mobilization of egl-19(gf) and to an increase in its RIS activity (Figure 3.67c).
Compared to wild-type the egl-19(gf) mobilizes less and shorter upon tapping during
sleep. Mobilization upon tapping during L1 wake is also reduced compared to
wild-type, indicating a not sleep dependent general reduction of the response to dish
tapping. For another subunit of voltage gated calcium channels, unc-36, preliminary
data indicated that the KO mutant (unc-36(e251)) exhibits elevated RIS activity during
the entire sleep phase (personal communication Juliane Schwarz). unc-36 is encoding
for the α2/δ subunit of a voltage-gated calcium channel. There is a link between
unc-36 and egl-19, with the former regulating the voltage dependence, kinetics and
conductance of the latter in body wall muscle voltage dependent calcium channels [97].
I could confirm that unc-36(e251) KO mutants are showing an increased RIS activity
during sleep (Figure 3.68a). Sleep deprivation in unc-36(e251) using dish-tapping does
not lead to any mobilization nor to an increase in RIS GCaMP signal. To conclude
whether this is due to the sleep homeostat or to a general mechanosensory deficit in
sensing the dish tapping stimulus I did a L1 wake tap control experiment. The L1
wake tap control does not react to tapping at all, indicating that the unc-36(e251) has
a mechanosensory deficit. In further experiments other methods of sleep deprivation,
for example channelrhodopsin activation of nociceptive neurons, could be used to
investigate on the sleep homeostat in unc-36(e251).
The inositol trisphosphate receptor KO mutant itr-1(sa73) exhibits a sleep phenotype
that has a shortened non pumping period but additionally shows ectopic sleep phases.
Undeprived itr-1(sa73) RIS activity at sleep onset is slightly shorter than for wild-type.
For later sleep RIS activity is normally reduced and rises again at the end of the sleep
phase (Figure 3.69a). During phases of ectopic sleep RIS activates similar to sleep on-





Figure 3.67: egl-19(n2368) has increased basal RIS activity. (a) RIS activity and velocity
of undeprived egl-19(n2368) (b) Comparison of absolute RIS GCaMP ac-
tivity levels of egl-19(n2368) and wild-type. egl-19(n2368) RIS activity and
speed for (c) sleep deprivation and (d) L1 wake tap control. Dish tapping
stimulation is indicated by gray shading.
upon tapping during L1 wake (Figure 3.69b). Preliminary data indicate that sleep de-
privation is less efficient than in wild-type and faster leads to long-lasting RIS activation
(Figure 3.69c & 3.69d).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.68: The KO mutant for a alpha2/delta subunit of a voltage-gated calcium
channel (unc-36(e251)) shows increased RIS activity during sleep. (a) Un-
deprived RIS activity and velocity time course of unc-36(e251). (b) unc-
36(e251) activity is statistically significantly increased during the second
half of sleep compared to wild-type. (c) Dish tapping during sleep does
not lead to mobilization of the animal. (d) L1 wake tap control does not
react to tapping either. Dish tapping stimulation is indicated by gray shad-
ing. * denotes statistical significance with p < 0.05 and *** denotes statistical





Figure 3.69: Undeprived itr-1(sa73) RIS activity is similar to wild-type, whereas pre-
liminary data indicate that sleep deprivation induced RIS overactivation
has a faster time course. itr-1(sa73) RIS activity and velocity time course:
(a) Undeprived RIS activity is similar to wild-type. (b) L1 wake tap con-
trol mobilize while RIS does not activate. (c), (d) Preliminary data indicate
that sleep deprivation is less efficient than in wild-type and faster leads to
long-lasting RIS activation. Dish tapping stimulation is indicated by gray
shading.
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3.7 Neuronal regulation of the sleep homeostat besides RIS
Having shown that RIS activity reflects the sleep homeostat, I wanted to know whether
there is more neuronal regulation underlying the sleep homeostat.
3.7.1 Search for sleep active neurons
In C. elegans it is possible to observe the activity of all neurons by using a calcium indi-
cator expressed pan-neuronally. I measured neuronal calcium activity over the sleep-
wake cycle for undeprived worms. By comparing GCaMP3.35/mKate2 ratios I looked
for sleep active neurons. Most prominently I observed the RIS sleep onset peak. Fur-
thermore there was one neuron in the tail that activated at the sleep onset, visible in
most animals. By comparing the shape, processes and position of this cell, as seen by
the mKate2 signal, to the worm-atlas data [98] I identified this cell as probably being
PDA. Interestingly PDA is created around this time by a trans-differentiation event of a
rectal epithelial cell [99]. PDA activation might be part of the immobility induction, as
it is known to innervate the posterior dorsal body wall muscles. aptf-1 expresses during
L1 sleep in only one cell in the tail. Having a similar process and position this neuron
might be the very same sleep active neuron. I measured aptf-1 GCaMP3.35 activity and
analyzed the activity of this tail neuron (Figure 3.70). Its activity increases at sleep on-
set, then returns to presleep levels until it starts rising continuously shortly after mid
sleep. The sleep onset activity is significantly higher compared to the activity during
the time period shortly before and after sleep onset.
Figure 3.70: aptf-1 tail neuron RIS activity and velocity time course. ** denotes statistical
significance with p < 0.01, Welch test.
3.7.2 RIA: A putative wake active neuron
There is evidence indicating that the sleep homeostat can be described by interactions of
wake and sleep promoting neurons [27]. It was reported that ChR2 activation of the in-
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terneuron RIA induces mobility [51]. RIA is therefore a good candidate for a wake pro-
moting neuron. I measured RIA activity using a transgenic line expressing GCaMP3.3
under the glr-3 promoter [67]. During the sleep phase RIA activity decreases by 40%
(Figure 3.71). A decrease of 40% is more than sixfold as high as the average neuronal
activity decrease during sleep, which is about 6% as measured using GCaMP3.35 ( [39]).
Figure 3.71: RIA activity is downregulated by around 40% during sleep. Shown is RIA
activity and velocity time course averaged for N=5 animals. Animals were
aligned by the timepoint when they shed their old cuticle completely (com-
pletely out of mold) because the non pumping phase could not be precisely
identified.
3.7.3 Neuronal activity downstream of RIS
RIS could regulate the activity of the animal by activating or inhibiting other neurons.
To investigate on neuronal activity downstream of RIS I used optogenetic methods
combined with calcium-imaging. Neuronal density in the head ganglia is extremely
high, with neurons being stacked closely together. This makes a identification of sin-
gle neurons very difficult. To distinguish single neurons in the head ganglia Manuel
Zimmer created a transgenic line, expressing GCaMP5K under a pan-neuronal pro-
moter and adding a nucleus localization. I crossed this line into a extrachromosomal
transgenic array expressing ChR2 under the aptf-1 promoter. In a first experiment I
activated RIS with ChR2 and measured nuclear GCaMP5K activity. RIS ChR2 activa-
tion on Retinal increases the RIS activity around threefold compared to a none Retinal
control (Figure 3.72a). In a next step I investigated if and how RIS activation affects neu-
ronal activity. The activity of most neurons remained either unchanged or got reduced.
Ventral-chord neurons are most prominently inhibited by RIS. Occasionally head neu-
rons activated together with RIS, but the most consistent activation occurred in the tail
(Figure 3.72b). This neuron is not identical to the tail neuron expressing aptf-1, that I
hypothesized to be PDA. Future experiments are necessary to identify these neurons
that are activated/inhibted by RIS activation.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.72: ChR2 aptf-1 activation of RIS can be measured using a pan-neuronal
GCaMP5K with nuclear localization (a). As a control the experiment was
repeated with the same strain without addition of Retinal. (b) Most neu-
rons changing their activity upon aptf-1 ChR2 activation are inhibited. Only





4.1 Development of the "C. elegans automated sleep
deprivation" setup
4.1.1 Sleep detection
Most established automated tracking algorithms for C. elegans behavior are based on
the extraction of the worm outline using standard image segmentation techniques. The
agarose hydrogel compartments I used contain high contrast bacteria and the mostly
transparent worm. This made the extraction of the worm outline a challenging, time
consuming task. I established image subtraction as readout for the mobility of the
worm that can be used to detect sleep. This year another group introduced image
subtraction for quiescence detection [100]. Their experimental setup is based on a mi-
crofluidic device, hosting the L4 larvae of C. elegans in a liquid solution [49]. This shows
the general applicability of image subtraction for sleep detection in C. elegans, largely
independent of the experimental setup used. The "C. elegans automated sleep depriva-
tion" program could therefore possibly also be applied to worms kept in liquid solution.
Sleep detection based on image subtraction has some advantages and disadvantages
compared to centroid or nose tracking. Image subtraction reflects all movement of the
worm and bacteria. Nose or centroid position of the worm could remain unchanged
while the posture of the worm changes. However using image subtraction bacteria
and worm movement cannot be distinguished. In high moisture conditions bacteria
are constantly in motion increasing the image subtraction value. Basing the detection
of sleep on immobility has the disadvantage that in some occasions the worm appears
quiescent but slowly drifts through the chamber. This passive movement is detected as
wakefulness. An automated nose detection algorithm based on my preliminary work
is shortly before finalization. An integration of the nose speed to identify sleep could
be implemented in a future version of the "C. elegans automated sleep deprivation" pro-
gram. The nose, while actively foraging being the only mobile part of the worm, would
improve the distinction of low mobility feeding periods from sleep.
4.1.2 Sleep deprivation
Sleep deprivation in C. elegans was done using manual mechanic stimulation with an
eyelash and forced swimming (in a constantly vortexed liquid) [36], [84], [41]. These
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methods have in common that they require the manual administration of the depri-
vation stimulus. I introduced two automatized sleep deprivation techniques, ChR2
activation of neurons and mechanical stimulation by dish tapping. For both methods I
showed that these can be successfully used to deprive sleep in C. elegans. Dish tapping
has the advantage of being not physically harmful and highly reproducible. The elec-
tromagnet is always accelerating the piston to the same speed. The main limitation for
reproducibility in this setup is the wear of the spring over time. Dish tapping has the
limitation that the deprivation stimulus can not be applied independently to animals
that are filmed simulatenously.
ChR2 activation of neurons requires blue light illumination that is toxic to the animal.
I tested two red shifted channelrhodopsin variants, C1V1 and Chrimson. Activation
of either variant in mechanosensory or nociceptive neurons did not lead to a strong
behavioral response and was therefore not suited for deprivation. ReaChR, a recently
developed red-shifted ChR2 variant [73], shows promising first results regarding the
activation of neurons in C. elegans (personal communication Juliane Schwarz). Non-
toxic long lasting green light activation would allow persistent activation of ReaChR.
In future experiments one should test whether ReaChR activation of neurons can be
used for sleep deprivation. ReaChR activation would offer the advantage to simulta-
neously deprive more than one animal at the same time. A disadvantage of ReaChR is
its wide action spectrum. While simultaneously imaging GCaMP with blue light one
would have to carefully control for undesired activation of ReaChR expressing neurons.
4.2 Sleep deprivation shortens sleep duration and yields
persistent increased locomotion past the deprivation
period.
To my knowledge, I am the first to report sleep deprivation in the L1 C. elegans lar-
vae. I could show that partial deprivation of the L1 sleep shortened the sleep length
significantly by 9.3%, as measured by non pumping time. This is partly in agreement
with findings of sleep deprivation in L4 that does not lead to a prolongation of sleep
length [36]. Sleep in C. elegans larvae is strongly coupled to development, which could
restrict the timing of sleep. The period homolog lin-42 is needed in C. elegans for the
correct developmental timing [44]. I showed that sleep deprivation of lin-42 KO mu-
tants does not lead to a prolongation of the sleep phase. This means that either lin-42
KO alone is not sufficient to abolish a developmental restriction for the sleep timing, or
that C. elegans compensates sleep loss by higher sleep intensity alone. This would be
in concordance with finding in cockroach, honey bee and tilapia that do not show an
increase in sleep duration following sleep deprivation (see review [17]). It is scientific
consensus that sleep homeostasis is mainly adjusting the sleep intensity and only to a
lower degree the sleep timing.
I found that sleep deprivation induces an increase in mobility that persists also during
consecutive undeprived sleep. The fraction of quiescence and the quiescence bout du-
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ration are decreased following sleep deprivation compared to control. This disagrees
with finding in L4 sleep, where the fraction of quiescence and the quiescence bout dura-
tion are increased following sleep deprivation [36]. This might be due to differences be-
tween the sleep phases or the deprivation methods. Raizen et al. increased the strength
of a manually applied mechanic stimulus, whereas I always apply the same stimulus
strength. In accordance with Raizen et al. I showed that homeostatic effects following
sleep deprivation are mainly restricted to a short time window following sleep depri-
vation.
4.3 Homeostatic regulation of sensory responsiveness
I showed that mechanosensory neuron responsiveness is lowered in sleep following
persistent sleep deprivation. This is the first direct finding of homeostatic downregu-
lation of single neuron responsiveness to an arousal stimulus. It is in agreement with
findings in zebrafish, where it was demonstrated that a group of neurons shows a ro-
bust response to light stimulation that is inhibited by melatonin treatment, mimicking
prolonged wakefulness [101]. In future experiments, one should uncouple the depri-
vation and arousal stimulus. This could be done using a red shifted channelrhodopsin
variant for deprivation and dish tapping for arousal stimulation. Another possibility
is to use strong dish tapping for deprivation and mild dish tapping to assay for home-
ostatic effects. For this purpose I conceived a device containing two dish tappers that
can be controlled independently of each other, see appendix C.
4.4 RIS is reflecting the sleep homeostat
4.4.1 Sleep promoting neuron
I showed that the interneuron RIS is reflecting the homeostat. It is actively driving qui-
escence at sleep onset and as a response to sleep deprivation. Sleep promoting neurons
of the VLPO are mostly silent and get specifically activated at sleep onset in mammals
[25], [27]. There is evidence indicating that the regulation of sleep and waking is based
on mutual regulation of sleep and wake promoting neurons [102]. C. elegans with all its
neuronal connections known and the simplicity to measure neuronal activity in vivo is
the perfect system to dissect the circuitry underlying the neuronal sleep homeostat.
4.4.2 RIS overcomes arousal promoting neuronal signaling
I identified RIS as the neuronal mechanism suppressing the neuronal arousal promot-
ing circuits to induce quiescence after prolonged sleep deprivation. Calcium imaging
of mechanosensory neuron activity during sleep deprivation by dish tapping showed
that the tapping stimulus is still sensed while the animal stops responding and immo-
bilizes. Similarly, the thalamic gate in mammals shuts off sensory information from




I showed that activation of RIS using ChR2 is mostly downregulating neuronal activ-
ity. Ventral-chord neurons are most prominently inhibited by RIS. They are possibly
motorneurons related to the immobilization of the animal. Only a single tail neuron is
consistently activated. Future experiments are necessary to identify these neurons. The
most reliable method for identification is the comparison with expression patterns of
known markers. By crossing these markers into the transgenic line of interest it is pos-
sible to conclude its identity by overlaying the fluorescence signals. Further, RIS acti-
vation/inhibition experiments combined with calcium imaging are needed to elucidate
the circuitry of RIS. Different wavelengths should be used for RIS activation/inhibition
and calcium imaging for a more precise quantification of the changes of neuronal activ-
ity.
There is preliminary evidence indicating that an isolated RIS, obtained by ablating its
process, shows no apparent activity differences between sleeping and waking animals
(personal communication Michal Turek). This is a strong argument in favor of neu-
ronal control of the sleep homeostat upstream of RIS. It is known that only 11 neu-
rons are upstream of RIS: AIB, AVJ, CEP, DB, OLL, PVC, RMD, RIM, SDQ, SMD, and
URY [103]. Correlating their neuronal activity at sleep onset to RIS would probably
allow the identification of upstream sleep regulatory neurons. To do so I suggest to
first use a pan-neuronal GCaMP line to find the most promising candidates. For these
neurons I would then create a cell specific (or subset specific) GCaMP line and cross it
into the aptf-1 GCaMP line to correlate their activity with RIS.
4.4.4 Locomotion origin of the sleep homeostat
I demonstrated that RIS also has a more general, sleep unrelated, function on the
homeostatic regulation of locomotion. High mobility correlates with low RIS activ-
ity, whereas high RIS activity correlates with low mobility not only during sleep, but
during wake as well. I showed that RIS dampens tapping-induced mobility by activat-
ing similar to ALM, both in sleep and in wake. The fact that RIS is controlling both the
balance between mobility and immobility and the sleep homeostat suggests a related
evolutionary origin.
4.4.5 Other mechanisms besides RIS that regulate sleep homeostasis in
C. elegans
I showed that the reduced responsiveness after prolonged sleep deprivation is not in-
duced by active regulation through RIS. Furthermore RIS ablated animals still show
a small mobility decrease during the sleep phase [40]. This implies that there must be
other mechanisms besides RIS that regulate sleep homeostasis. These unknown mecha-
nisms could be addressed by investigating the RIS phenotype of known sleep mutants.
If their sleep phenotype is not due to altered RIS signaling, analyzing their expression
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pattern and function is a starting point to discover novel mechanisms important for
sleep homeostasis.
4.5 Molecular and genetic mechanisms underlying the sleep
homeostat
I could identify several molecules that are involved in regulation of RIS activity during
sleep. However, none of these molecules were crucial for the sleep homeostat.
Transcription factors regulating protein environment in RIS and having a sleep pheno-
type were a starting point to address molecular regulators of RIS activity.
4.5.1 Transcription factors and their role in the sleep homeostat – aptf-1
and lim-6
aptf-1 knockout mutants were reported to have a strong sleep phenotype that is related
to RIS [40]. My data indicate that aptf-1 mutants have a slightly reduced RIS sleep on-
set peak, increased RIS activity during sleep and possibly a decreased RIS activation in
response to sleep deprivation. This altered RIS activity let me conclude that aptf-1 is
important for the sleep homeostat.
I discovered that a knockout of the transcription factor lim-6 induces a light sleep phe-
notype. However, its RIS activity is similar to wild-type. lim-6 mutant animals show a
sleep onset peak of RIS activity and an increase in RIS activity in response to sleep de-
privation. I showed that lim-6 is regulating aptf-1 expression in RIS, suggesting that the
lim-6 sleep phenotype is due to regulation of aptf-1 expression in RIS. However a sleep
phenotype rescue was not obtained for a limited expression of lim-6 rescue constructs
to a few neurons including RIS. Nevertheless, a rescue of the lim-6 sleep phenotype
was successful using a lim-6 full promoter rescue line (carrying additionally the rol-6
KO mutation). This can only be explained by either the constructs for the lim-6 rescue
not being valid or the lim-6 phenotype not being due to RIS regulation. To exclude a
malfunction of our computer build lim-6 rescue constructs, one should repeat the rescue
experiment with limited expression using the rescue construct that was used success-
fully with the full lim-6 promoter. To exclude that lim-6 is required in non-neuronal
tissue to rescue the sleep phenotype, one should use a lim-6 rescue construct expressed
under the lim-6up promoter [89]. This might be worthwhile, as there is evidence linking
non-neuronal tissue to sleep and sleep homeostasis in C. elegans [41].
To find out how aptf-1 and lim-6 affect sleep and/or the sleep homeostat I investigated
possible target genes that were downregulated in the lim-6 or aptf-1 mutant as was
shown by transcriptional profiling.
4.5.2 Nuclear hormone receptors
Nuclear hormone receptor genes were a good candidate for controlling sleep regula-
tion, as they are known to influence development and metabolism [91]. Therefore I
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investigated nuclear hormone receptors genes that were downregulated in either the
lim-6 or aptf-1 mutant. However none of these nuclear hormone receptors genes exhib-
ited an obvious sleep phenotype. As I only checked a small number of the 284 existing
nuclear hormone receptors in C. elegans [91], I cannot exclude that nuclear hormone
signaling is at the base of the sleep homeostat.
4.5.3 Neurotransmitter signaling
I investigated which neurotransmitters are required for the sleep homeostat to be func-
tional. I covered the major neurotransmitters in C. elegans, namely serotonin, dopamine,
GABA, glutamate, and octopamine. I did not investigate acetylcholine, due to the lack
of a viable acetylcholine knockout mutant.
All KO mutants investigated still show sleep homeostasis. Similarly to wild-type, there
is RIS overactivation at the sleep onset and as a response to continued sleep deprivation
by dish-tapping.
4.5.4 Neuropeptide signaling and its function on the sleep homeostat
I showed that the proprotein convertase egl-3 KO mutant, that is deficient in the syn-
thesis of neuropeptides, shows RIS overactivation in the mid and late sleep phase. This
together with the evidence that RIS activation does not drive immobility in the egl-3
mutant [40] implies that neuropeptide signaling is required downstream of RIS. RIS
overactivation during sleep is either due to a negative feedback loop or indicates that
egl-3 signaling is required by upstream neurons, which inhibit RIS. To conclude on this
one should do a RIS specific egl-3 rescue of the egl-3 KO mutant. A lack of the RIS
overactivation would then indicate that a negative feedback loop is underlying the egl-
3 RIS overactivation during sleep. The fact that the egl-3 mutant has an only slightly
increased RIS onset peak and also shows RIS overactivation in response to tapping
indicates that homeostatic regulation upstream of RIS is still largely intact. Future ex-
periments should investigate the role of the neuropeptides nlp-6,flp-11, flp-18, and flp-28
that I found to be downregulated in lim-6 KO mutants.
4.5.5 Ion channels and their function on the sleep homeostat
Manipulating overall ion channel activities leads to strong changes in sleep intensity
and duration, as discussed in the review [33]. This is probably due to altered neuronal
depolarization inducing altered excitability. Recently it has been shown that ion
channel modulation specifically in sleep promoting neurons is at the base of sleep
homeostasis in Drosophila [104]. I could verify that the inositol trisphosphate receptor
itr-1(sa73) KO mutant has a reduced RIS sleep onset peak and there is first evidence that
the RIS mediated homeostatic response to sleep deprivation is altered. Furthermore
it exhibits ectopic sleep phases that are accompanied by RIS activity peaks. ITR-1 is
known to generate a pacemaker rhythm for defecation by activating the motorneuron
DVB via neuropeptide signaling [105]. A similar mechanisms could be at the base of
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the locomotion control by RIS activation. Future experiments are necessary to elucidate
if this receptor has a crucial function for sleep.
The calcium channel α2/δ subunit unc-36 KO mutant shows RIS overactivation in the
mid and late sleep phase. Sleep deprivation using dish tapping was not successful
because this mutant is mechanosensory deficient, thus not sensing the mechanical
stimulus. In future experiments one should sleep deprive unc-36 mutants by activation
of nociceptive neurons, preferably by red shifted channelrhdoposins, to investigate on
their sleep homeostat.
4.6 Conclusion
Together, this work has revealed new insights in sleep homeostasis and its regulation:
First, I showed that the activity of the interneuron RIS reflects the sleep homeostat.
Overactivation of RIS induces quiescence at sleep onset and in response to sleep depri-
vation. RIS activation suppresses the neuronal arousal promoting circuits, even while
the deprivation stimulus is still sensed.
Second, I identified several molecules that are important for the regulation of RIS dur-
ing sleep. Proteins as diverse as neuropeptides, ion channel components and transcrip-
tion factors regulate the activity of RIS. Mutants deficient for neuropeptide synthesis,
egl-3, show strong RIS overactivation during sleep. Ion channel signaling by the in-
ositol trisphosphate receptor itr-1(sa73) and the calcium channel subunit unc-36 is re-
quired for wild-type RIS activity during sleep. aptf-1 knockout mutants have a slightly
reduced RIS sleep onset peak, increased RIS activity during sleep and possibly a de-
creased RIS activation in response to sleep deprivation. The neurotransmitters sero-
tonin, dopamine, GABA, glutamate and octopamine individually are not essential for
the sleep homeostat.
Third, I demonstrated that neuronal responsiveness is reduced following sleep depri-
vation. The stimulus evoked calcium transients of the mechanosensory neuron ALM
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A Abbreviations and glossary
a.u. arbitrary units
ALM anterior lateral microtubule cells, C. elegans mechanosensory
neuron
AMP adenosine monophosphate
aptf-1 activator protein 2 transcription factor
ATP adenosine triphosphate







DIC differential interference contrast
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
EEG electroencephalography
EGF epidermal growth factor
EMCCD electron-multiplying CCD
GABA gamma-Aminobutyric acid
GECI genetically encoded calcium indicator
GCaMP a widely used GECI
gf gain of function
GFP green fluorescent protein
GMP guanosine monophosphate
GUI graphical user interface
KO knockout
L1-L4 C. elegans larval sleep states
LED light-emitting diode
lim-6 LIM homeobox transcription factor
lin-42 C. elegans homolog of the period gene
MEG magnetoencephalography
mKate a far red fluorescent protein




NGM nematode growth medium
NP non pumping period
NREM non-rapid eye movement
PCR polymerase chain reaction
PDMS polydimethylsiloxane
PLM posterior lateral microtubule cells, C. elegans mechanosensory
neuron
REM rapid eye movement







SWS slow wave activity
TES transcranial electrical stimulation
TTL transistor-transistor logic
TNF tumor necrosis factor
VI virtual instrument
VLPO ventrolateral preoptic nucleus
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B C. elegans strains, constructs and primers
used/generated during this thesis
Most strains used during this thesis that were not generated in our laboratory were
ordered from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC) which is funded by NIH Office
of Research Infrastructure Programs (P40 OD010440). tm alleles were provided by the
Mitani Laboratory at the TokyoWomen’s Medical University School of Medicine.
B.1 C.elegans strain list
Strains that I generated are marked by an asterisk (*). Strains that have been used for
experiments described in this thesis are marked by the capital letter E (E).
HBR1 goeIs1[punc-119::SL1-GCamP3.35-SL2::unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (E)
HBR4 goeIs3[pmyo::GCamP3.35::unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (E)
HBR190 goeIs28[pnmr-1::Chr2::mKate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (E)
HBR205 goeIs22[pmec-4::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (E)
HBR222 goeIs43[pmec-4::Chr2::mKate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (E)
HBR432 unc-119(ed3), goeEx250[punc-119::C1V1::mKate2-unc54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)
HBR433 unc-119(ed3), goeEx251[punc-119::C1V1::mKate2-unc54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)
HBR434 unc-119(ed3), goeEx252[punc-119::C1V1::mKate2-unc54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)
HBR510 goeIs1[punc-119::SL1-GCamP3.35-SL2::unc-54-3’utr line 3-35, unc-119(+)],










3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (*, E)
HBR607 ser-4(ok512), goeIs118[aptf-1-5’utr::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-aptf-1-
3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (*, E)
HBR608 dop-1(vs100), goeIs118[aptf-1-5’utr::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-aptf-1-
3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (*, E)




HBR610 dop-1(vs100), goeIs102[aptf-1-5’utr::ChR2::mKate2-aptf-1-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*, E)








HBR669 ser-4(ok512), dop-1(vs100), goeIs118[aptf-1-5’utr::SL1-GCaMP3.35-





HBR683 lim-6(nr2073), goeIs102[aptf-1-5’utr::ChR2::mKate2-aptf-1-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*, E)
HBR684 bas-1(tm351), goeIs118[aptf-1-5’utr::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-aptf-1-
3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (*, E)
HBR685 tph-1(mg280), goeIs118[aptf-1-5’utr::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-aptf-1-
3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (*, E)
HBR686 unc-25(e156), goeIs118[aptf-1-5’utr::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-aptf-1-
3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (*, E)






HBR756 unc-119(ed3), goeEx303[pnmr-1::Chrimson::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)],
[pnmr-1::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (E)




HBR796 unc-119(ed3), goeEx319[phsp-16.2::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)
HBR797 unc-119(ed3), goeEx320[phsp-16.2::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)




HBR799 unc-119(ed3), goeEx322[phsp-16.2::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)
HBR800 unc-119(ed3), goeEx323[phsp-16.2::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)
HBR801 unc-119(ed3), goeIs177[plim-6-int4::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)
HBR802 unc-119(ed3), goeIs178[plim-6-int4::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)
HBR803 unc-119(ed3), goeEx324[plim-6-int4::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-
119(+)]. (*)
HBR804 unc-119(ed3), goeEx325[plim-6-int4::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-
119(+)]. (*)
HBR805 unc-119(ed3), goeEx326[plim-6-int4::ChR2::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)
HBR806 unc-119(ed3), goeEx327[plim-6-int4::GCaMP-3.35::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-
119(+)]. (*)




HBR809 lim-6(nr2073), goeEx327[plim-6-int4::GCaMP-3.35::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-
119(+)]. (*)
HBR810 lim-6(nr2073), goeEx326[plim-6-int4::ChR2::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-
119(+)]. (*, E)
HBR811 lim-6(nr2073), aptf-1(gk794) II, goeIs118[aptf-1-5’utr::SL1-GCaMP3.35-
SL2::mkate2-aptf-1-3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (*, E)
HBR812 lim-6(nr2073), goeIs167[aptf-1-5’utr::archT::mkate2-aptf-1-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*)
HBR813 lim-6(nr2073), goeEx324[plim-6-int4::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-
119(+)]. (*, E)
HBR814 lim-6(nr2073), goeEx328[plim-6-int4::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-
119(+)]. (*, E)
HBR815 lim-6(nr2073), goeIs177[plim-6-int4::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-
119(+)]. (*)




HBR818 unc-119(ed3), goeEx328[plim-6-int4::lim6ab::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-
119(+)]. (*)
HBR893 lim-6(nr2073), goeIs118[aptf-1-5’utr::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-aptf-1-
3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (*, E)
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HBR894 lim-6(nr2073), unc-119(ed3) III, goeIs201[paptf-1::GCaMP6s::mKate-aptf-1-
3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (*)
HBR895 mzmEx199[punc-31::NLSGCaMP5K, punc-122::gfp], goeIs102[aptf-1-
5’utr::ChR2::mKate2-aptf-1-3’utr, unc-119(+)]. (*, E)
HBR896 lim-6(nr2073), goeIs118[aptf-1-5’utr::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-aptf-1-







HBR914 lim-6(tm4836). bc6-7x.(*, E)
HBR971 goeIs102[aptf-1-5’utr::ChR2::mKate2-aptf-1-3’utr, unc-119(+)],
mzmEx199[punc-31::NLSGCaMP5K, punc-122::gfp]. (*, E)
HBR972 goeIs167[aptf-1-5’utr::archT::mKate2-aptf-1-3’utr, unc-119(+)],
mzmEx199[punc-31::NLSGCaMP5K, punc-122::gfp]. (*)
HBR973 IjIs133[unc-47::GCaMP3-SL2-tagRFP-T], lim-6(tm4836). (*, E)
HBR1028 goeIs241[plim6-int4:lim6b:mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)], unc-119(ed3). (*)
HBR1029 goeIs242[plim6-int4:lim6b:mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)], unc-119(ed3). (*)
HBR1030 goeIs243[plim6-int4:lim6b:mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)], unc-119(ed3). (*)
HBR1031 lim-6(tm4836), [plim6-int4:lim6b:mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)], unc-
119(ed3). (*, E)
HBR1032 lim-6(tm4836), [plim6-int4:lim6b:mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)], unc-
119(ed3). (*, E)
HBR1033 lim-6(tm4836), [plim6-int4:lim6b:mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)], unc-
119(ed3). (*)
HBR1069 unc-119(ed3), goeEx299[unc47nu486prom::GCaMP6s::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr,
unc-119(+)], lim-6(tm4836). (*, E)
HBR1070 unc-119(ed3), goeEx301[unc47nu486prom::GCaMP6s::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr,
unc-119(+)], lim-6(tm4836). (*)
HBR1071 unc-119(ed3), goeEx327[plim-6-int4::GCaMP-3.35::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-
119(+)], lim-6(tm4836). (*)
HBR1072 otIs157, lim-6(nr2073). (*, E)
HBR1073 unc-119(ed3), goeEx383[lim6-int4:: archT::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)].
(*, E)
HBR1074 unc-119(ed3), goeEx383[lim6-int4:: archT::mkate2-unc-54-3’utr, unc-119(+)],
lim-6(tm4836). (*, E)
HBR10XX egl-3(gk238), goeIs113[aptf-1-5’utr::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-aptf-1-











N2 C. elegans wild isolate.(E)
OH110 lim-6(nr2073). (E)
OH2475 otIs157[lim-6r::GFP + pRF4(rol-6(su1006))]. (E)
OH3928 otIs114 I, nhr-67(ot202). (E)








ZC1508 yxIs19[pglr-3a::GCaMP3.3, punc-122::dsred]. (E)






Constructs that I cloned using the Multisite Gateway ™ system from Invitrogen [54].
K59 pEntrL4-R1 punc-119 pEntrL1-L2 C1V1 "Katie" mKate2 unc-54 3’utr
pCG150 unc-119 rescue fragment in pDESTR4R3
K60 pEntrL4-R1 pnmr-1 (pIR11) pEntrL1-L2 C1V1 "Katie" mKate2 unc-54 3’utr
pCG150 unc-119 rescue fragment in pDESTR4R3
K79 pEntrL4-R1 pmec-4 pEntrL1-L2 C1V1 pEntrR2L3 unc-54 3’utr pCG150 unc-
119 rescue fragment in pDESTR4R3
K123 lim6int4 lim6ab pEntrR2L3 unc-54 3’utr pCG150 unc-119 rescue fragment in
pDESTR4R3
K124 lim6int4 pEntrL1-L2 SL1-GCamP3.35-SL2 "Katie" mKate2 unc-54 3’utr
pCG150 unc-119 rescue fragment in pDESTR4R3
K125 lim6int4 Chrimsonbird "Katie" mKate2 unc-54 3’utr pCG150 unc-119 rescue
fragment in pDESTR4R3
K126 unc47minus193prom lim6ab pEntrR2L3 unc-54 3’utr pCG150 unc-119 rescue
fragment in pDESTR4R3




K144 phsp16.2 lim6ab SL2mKate2unc-54-3UTR pCG150 unc-119 rescue fragment in
pDESTR4R3
K145 pEntrL4-R1 punc-119 GCaMP6s "Katie" mKate2 unc-54 3’utr pCG150 unc-
119 rescue fragment in pDESTR4R3
K146 lim6int4 lim6ab SL2mKate2unc-54-3UTR pCG150 unc-119 rescue fragment in
pDESTR4R3
K147 unc47minus193prom lim6ab SL2mKate2unc-54-3UTR pCG150 unc-119 rescue
fragment in pDESTR4R3
K159 pEntrL4-R1 paptf-1 lim6ab pEntrR2L3 aptf-1 3’utr pCG150 unc-119 rescue
fragment in pDESTR4R3
K160 unc47nu486prom lim6ab SL2mKate2unc-54-3UTR pCG150 unc-119 rescue
fragment in pDESTR4R3
K161 pEntrL4-R1 paptf-1 lim6bSL2 mKate2 aptf-1-3’utr pCG150 unc-119 rescue
fragment in pDESTR4R3
K162 unc47nu486prom lim6bSL2 "Katie" mKate2 unc-54 3’utr pCG150 unc-119
rescue fragment in pDESTR4R3
B.3 Primer list

























































C Dish tapping device for simultaneous/consecutive
stimulation with different strength




D Automated RIS detection
function [ClusterCand,ClusterSzOrder,ClusterIntOrder,CC] = ...
cluster_identification(A,threshold) %cluster_identification using ...
thresholding
ClusterNr=1; % Intitialise number of clusters to 1
ii=0; % Threshold increasement counter
ClusterMinSz=10; % Minimum cluster size
ClusterSumSz=500; % Intialization for the total size of cluster ...
pixels
while ((ClusterNr<2 || ClusterSumSz>200) && ii<8) %Increase the threshold ...
up to 8 times or until a total size of cluster pixels of less than ...
200 and more than 1 cluster is reached.
A_BW = bsxfun(@gt,A, threshold); % Binarize image
%imshow(uint8(A_BW),[min(min(uint8(A_BW))),max(max(uint8(A_BW)))]);% ...
show threhsholded binary picture
CC = bwconncomp(A_BW); % Detect all clusters
STATS = regionprops(CC,A,'MaxIntensity','Area'); % Clusterproperties
[~,ClusterIntOrder] = sort([STATS.MaxIntensity],'descend'); ...
%Clusters sorted by intensity
[ClusterSz,ClusterSzOrder] = sort([STATS.Area],'descend'); % ...
Clusters sorted by size
ClusterSumSz=sum(ClusterSz); % Total number of cluster pixels
ClusterCand = find([STATS.Area]>ClusterMinSz); % Find clusters ...
that have minimum clustersize
ClusterNr=length(ClusterCand); % Number of cluster candidates
threshold=threshold+100; % Increase threshold
ii=ii+1; % Increase threshold counter
end
end
function [pk_pos_big_cluster,pk_pos_cand,pk_int_cand,n_cand] = ...
pk_pos_cluster(A,ClusterCand,ClusterSzOrder,ClusterIntOrder,CC) % ...
Outputs the peak positions of the biggest cluster and the three ...
clusters with the highest intensities having the required minimum ...
cluster size
% Calculates the peak position of the biggest cluster
cluster_max = CC.PixelIdxList(ClusterSzOrder(1)); % select biggest ...
cluster
[~, pk_max_ind] = max(A(cluster_max{1,1})); % index of highest ...
value of (peak position) for biggest cluster
[pk_max_pos(2),pk_max_pos(1)] = ...
ind2sub(size(A),cluster_max{1,1}(pk_max_ind)); % % calculates xy ...
position from index
pk_pos_big_cluster=[pk_max_pos(1),pk_max_pos(2)];
% Calculates the peak positions of the three clusters with the highest
% intensities having the required minimum cluster size not being the
% biggest cluster
ClusterSzOrder = ClusterSzOrder(2:length(ClusterCand)); % All ...
clusters bigger min_clustersize except the biggest cluster
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[~,ai,bi] = intersect(ClusterIntOrder,ClusterSzOrder); % remove big ...
cluster from list
ClustermaxOrder = ClusterIntOrder(sort(ai)); % indices of clusters ...
biggers than min clustersize sorted by decreasing cluster intensity
cluster_ordered_by_intensity=CC.PixelIdxList(ClustermaxOrder); % sort ...
clusters by intensity
n_cand = min(3,length(ClusterCand)-1); % compare maximum the ...
highest thre
for jj=1:n_cand % calculates xy position of high position of peak ...
candidate jj
[pk_int_cand(jj), pk_ind_t(jj)] = ...
max(A(cluster_ordered_by_intensity{1,jj})); % index of ...
highest value (peak position) for peak candidate jj
[pk_pos_t(jj,2),pk_pos_t(jj,1)] = ...
ind2sub(size(A),cluster_ordered_by_intensity{1,jj}(pk_ind_t(jj))); ...




function [max_distance,RIS_index] = ...
distance_big_cluster(A,pk_int_cand,pk_pos_cand,pk_pos_biggest_cluster,n_RIS_cand) ...
% Identifie RIS as peak that has to be within certain distance to the ...






% calculates peak distance between RIS candidate and the ...
biggest cluster
RIS_cand = find(pk_dist_max<30 && pk_dist_max>10); % RIS has to be in the ...
range 10-30 pixels to the peak candidate
pk_int_possible = pk_int_cand(RIS_cand); % Cluster intensities of RIS ...
candidates
[~, pk_ind] = max(pk_int_possible); % Index of cluster with highest peak ...
intensity








function [boundary,pk_pos_RIS,pk_int_RIS,area_int_RIS] = ...
distance_image_boundary(A,sarea,high,RIS_index,pk_int_cand,pk_pos_cand) ...
% Checks that RIS is not too close to image boundary and computes the ...
background subtracted intensity of RIS neuron
[nc,nr]=size(A); % image size
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pk_pos_RIS=pk_pos_cand(RIS_index,:); %Peak position of RIS cluster
pk_int_RIS=pk_int_cand(RIS_index); %Peak intensity of RIS cluster
if (pk_pos_RIS(1)>sarea & pk_pos_RIS(1)<(nr-sarea) & pk_pos_RIS(2)>sarea &...
pk_pos_RIS(2)<(nc-sarea))==1; % Check that RIS is not too close ...
to boundary
area=A(pk_pos_RIS(2)-sarea:pk_pos_RIS(2)+sarea,pk_pos_RIS(1)-...
sarea:pk_pos_RIS(1)+sarea); % Determine Intensity in ...
surrounding area
low=(sarea*2+1).^2-(high+1); % Number of pixels to be used as ...
background
sort_index =sort(sort(area(:)),'descend'); % Sort pixel intensities ...
of area









function [] = ...
output_RIS_txt_files(pk_pos_lst,pk_int_lst,area_int_lst,ris_not_found_lst,...
interval,threshold,sarea,high,filestub)
x0=pk_pos_lst(1:length(pk_pos_lst(:,1))-1,:); % Peak positions for the ...
timepoints t=1-tfinal-1
x1=pk_pos_lst(2:length(pk_pos_lst(:,1)),:); % Peak positions for the ...
timepoints t=2-tfinal
deltax=sqrt((x1(:,1)-x0(:,1)).^2+(x1(:,2)-x0(:,2)).^2); % Variation of ...
peak positions
pk_vel_lst=deltax*1.12/interval; % velocity of peak positions. 1.12 ...
corresponds to px-um translation
filename_base=([filestub,'_threshold_',num2str(threshold),'_sarea_',num2str(sarea),...
'_high_',num2str(high)]);
filename_pk_pos=([filename_base,'_RIS_Peak_Pos_list.txt']);
save(filename_pk_pos,'pk_pos_lst','-ascii');
filename_pk_vel=([filename_base,'RIS_Peak_Velocity_list.txt']);
save(filename_pk_vel,'pk_vel_lst','-ascii');
filename_pk_int=([filename_base,'RIS_Peak_Int_list.txt']);
save(filename_pk_int,'pk_int_lst','-ascii');
filename_area_int=([filename_base,'RIS_Area_Int_list.txt']);
save(filename_area_int,'area_int_lst','-ascii');
output_non_recognized_RIS(ris_not_found_lst);
filename_ris_not_found=([filename_base,'RIS_not_found.txt']);
save(filename_ris_not_found,'ris_not_found_lst','-ascii');
end
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